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ABSTRACT 
GEORGIA'S GLOBALLY-MINDED PRINCIPALS: 
BACKGROUNDS, ATTITUDES, AND PERCEPTIONS 
AUGUST 1999 
CATHERINE CUMMINGS WOODDY 
B-A. THE WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF GEORGIA 
MAl.T. THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
EcI.S. GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
Ed.D. GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
Directed by: Professor Michael D. Richardson 
This study sought to provide information concerning the high 
school principal's ^ohal-mindedness and whether that glohal- 
mindedness had an effect on glohally focused teaching and programming 
within that school. The study also attempted to identily demographic 
and background factors, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors that have an 
association with the global-mindedness of the person. Underlying the 
study was the premise that today's students need to be prepared for the 
globalized world in which they will live, that their preparation will come 
primarily from school and home, that educators must understand the 
globalized world if they are to prepare students, and that the principal 
plays a critical role in that process within the school, a role about whioh 
little has been written. 
The self-reported study looked at 186 high school principals 
wxttun the state of Georgia. They represented all regions of the state and 
all sizes of scliools and communities. Their scores on the Global- 
mindedness Survey were compared to and correlated with, the 
demographic and "background information they provided. Their beliefs, 
attitudes, and behaviors were also compared to their gLobal-mindedness. 
Also correlated were these scores with the amount and kinds of globally 
focused teaching and activities reported, to ascertain whether the 
principal's global-m 1 ndedness had an effect. Finally, from information 
provided by the principals, the researcher looked for other important 
factors in whether a global focus was occurring within a sahooi. 
There was a significant relationship between being male (p <.Q5) 
and being Caucasian (p <.05) and global-mindedness. Current global 
associations between principals and people from other cultures, and the 
type of global educational experiences that the principal had in college 
course work were the most important background factors in determining 
global-mindedness. Most significant (p <.01) was the relationship 
between the principal's global-mindedness and the percentage of 
globalized teaching occurring within the sch.ooL Schools with, a principal 
whose global-mindedness was high also had the most globally focused 
inching taking place. Th.e study found need, to furtJier globalize the 
experiences for all educators, but eepeciaLly principals. 
xi 
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"No man is an island entire unto itself; every man is a piece of the 
continent, a part of the main" (Donne, 1623). When John Donne wrote 
his famous meditation 17 more than 350 years ago, he could not have 
known how prophetio or meaningful his words would be in the future, 
especially to the future of the United States. Yet now, Americans are 
part of a society that is growing ever more globalized and 
interdependenu America's once dominant world position is declining as 
other nations gain in political, economical, and cultural influence 
(Anderson, 1991). The nations of the world are becoming increasingly 
interdependent, a process called globalization. This globalization has 
accelerated during the last two decades (RanJer, 1991). The most 
obvious Impact areas in the United States are the country's economy, 
politics, demography, and culture. In addition, globalization affects the 
educational system, as do all major social changes (Anderson, 1991). 
America's past teaches us that education has been the institution 
which prepares the young to participate in the local and national 
communities of which they are a part. Some will serve in public roles 
but most will be the citizens upon whom America's strength rests, 
citizens wiio must be mformed in order to participate fully in society 
(Lamy, 1983a). It is the educational system that must respond to the 
needs of America's local, state, and national needs, for as Anderson 
(1991) writes, "education mirrors society in the sense that social 
change generates educational change "(p. 32). Quite simply, the 
globalization of the world is forcing this nation to rethink its position 
and purpose. Citizens are being asked to focus on this position, to 
ascertain whether schools are failing to prepare students properly if an 
international dimension is not included in the curriculum (Lamy, 
1983b). "America is at a quite critical crossroads" (K. A. Tye, 1991, p. 
1). If the issue just concerned education, the problem would be difficult 
enough, but the political dichotomy of today maies the situation even 
more complex (Tye & Tye, 1992). 
Presently, American society is not united in its position on this 
issue and many others. Some citizens want to pretend that the country 
is not infhieaced by other nations and they do not want America's K-12 
students to be globally educated (B. B. Tye, 1991). However, there are 
individual classrooms that are globally focused, and there are schools, 
communities, and even a few colleges and universities that have a global 
focus (Maiian & StachowsM, 1994; Schukar, 1993; Vestal, 1994). They 
exist because of individuals or groups who have become global thinkers 
(Tye & Tye, 1992). But they are small in number. 
Historical Backgrrnmri nf Global Education 
Ttie debate about global education is not a new one. Interest and 
debate over what historically was called international education have 
come and gone for almost as long as the United States has existed and 
have depended in large part on the politics of the day. Rather than the 
new field that many educators beheve it to be, global education has a 
long heritage based in old ideas. Johnson (1993) finds its roots in the 
concept of liberalism which began, both here and abroad, nearly 300 
years ago. He points to the writings of John Locke, Stuart Mill, and later 
John Dewey as helping to develop what he calls the liberal paradigm, a 
paradigm that he believes all students must understand. As he states, 
The primacy of law, the importance of economic factors sunii as 
wealth, ownership of property, trade, economic growth, and the 
marketplace, values that Americans often erroneously consider 
normative for all people, are unique cultural values of the modem 
West. The centrality of rational thought a.s the preferred method of 
making decisions and creating social policy is a key concept in the 
paradigm. A general behef in progress is also an important 
element of the liberal model. (Johnson, 1993, p. 5) 
While its roots may have stemmed from the liberal tradition, the 
intense global education debate for the past 50 years evolved more from 
Max Weber's studies of bureaucracies and later from Talcot Parson's 
research on organizational functioning and goals. Parsons was 
"concerned with the linkages between organizations and the wider 
society" (Hall, 1996, p. 38). Combining the functionalism of Parsons 
with the older American idea that America was the end of a natural 
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evolutionary process made many feel that America was the model for the 
rest of the world, a view that is still held "by many Americans. One look 
at the social studies textbooks used in most high schools in America 
today will convince anyone that t.hiR viewpoint is still very much alive 
and well. America is seen as the apex of the world's cultural and 
economic systems. It offers this society a haughty viewpoint of itself, one 
that says Americans are somehow better than the rest of the world. The 
ugly American of the 1950s and 1960s is still alive. 
Another facet of the global education debate stems from the 
re construction jst movement of the 19308. Reconstructionists view 
schools as places where major societal ills could be corrected. Rather 
i.imn education mirroring society, reconstructionists feel that schools 
should act as change agents, as transformers of contemporary social 
problems (Schukar, 1993). 
Education for a Global Perspective 
While there are many definitions of global education (Ramler, 
1991), it can best be defined simply as learning that deals with the 
interconnectedness of people and nations (K. A. Tye, 1991). According 
to Hanvey (1976), it is 
learning about those issues that cut across national boundaries 
and about the interconnectedness of systems, ecological, cultural, 
economic, political and technological. Global education involves 
perspective taking, seeing things through the eyes, minds, and 
hearts of others; and it means the realization that while 
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individuals and groups may view life differently, they also have 
common needs and wants. (Hanvey, as cited in Ramler, 1991, 
p. 45) 
Therefore, global education is not just about social studies. It is 
not just about another required course. It is a new, larger view of the 
world (K. A. Tye, 1991). Many would argue that such a goal can be 
accomplished through a national mandate or even by individual state 
curricula (Panetta, 1993). Indeed, since President Lyndon Johnson 
called on America to endeavor "...to take some giant steps toward 
bringing the world into U.S. education and U.S. education into the world 
through a combination of vision, Executive Order, and legislation" 
(Johnson as cited in Vestal, 1994, p. x), American government has had 
a host of programs, public and private. According to Panetta (1993), 
"these legislative initiatives have come about because Americans have 
shown greater interest in language and culture study" (p. 7.55). He 
further notes sta.tes that have created a variety of programs, and the 
many improvements that have come about through all these activities. 
However , the present reality is that 
we are still unable to keep pace with the rate of change in the 
world. Programs must be designed that will enable many in 
education, the professions, business, and all areas of public and 
professional life to take quantum leaps forward in developing the 
skills and understandings required if America is to keep up. 
(Panetta, 1993, p. 7.55) 
The other argument comes from those who say that only people 
who fully understand and accept what a global perspective is, who share 
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the philosopliy upon whicii this perspective is "based, can educate 
ciiildren by infusing it into everything that is taught. They believe that 
while national programs and state mandates have encouraged global 
awareness, teaching from a global perspective occurs at the sciiool and 
classroom level, and it is here that the significant changes can best be 
made. Global educators often speak of changing one school at a time, 
for, while there are commonalities, each situation is unique. In other 
words, there are no magic recipes for global education. However, 
E.amJer (1991) points out some guiding principles developed by the 
ASGD International Global Education Commission: 
• All teachers, as well as all students, should have 
opportunities to learn about and work with individuals 
whose ethnic and cultural backgrounds are different from 
their own. 
• International/global studies should be viewed as cross- 
disciplinary, involving the arts, humanities, sciences, and 
mathematics, as well as foreign languages and social 
studies. And the global approach should start at the earliest 
levels of childhood. 
• The Impact on individuals and on society of the increase in 
transnational interactions should be included in the 
curriculum, reflecting interdependence with other nations 
and the role of the United States in a global economy. 
• The changing role of nations in the world system should be 
explained throughout instructional materials, and the 
increasing number and importance of international 
organisations should be highlighted wherever appropriate. 
• The n.hRnging and evolving role of the United States in world 
affairs should be included in the study of international 
trends and developments. 
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This position recognizes ttie new reality of ttie world today. 
Americans are living on a shrinking planet. Students today have the 
world at their fingertips and living beside them. The citizens being 
prepared today will be interconnected to the world as never before. 
Ramler (1991) speaks of the global linkages that reach every home and 
all people. He enumerates the many areas of life that are affected, such 
as fine arts, medicine, and sports and also includes the not so pleasant 
aspects such as drugs and diseases. 
Students learn in individual classrooms and schools from teachers 
who greatly influence their lives. While they may ultimately benefit from 
federal and state programs, the reality is that the greatest Impact comes 
from the relationships and the learning that occurs in each classroom 
and within eacli school. Schools need to capitalize upon the 
commonalities identified by the ASGD Commission (Ramler, 1991), but 
then must shape those commonalities to meet the needs of their 
particular students and situations. 
No one in a school is in a better position to shape those 
commonalities and help teachers meet the needs of students than the 
principal. However, one factor that is almost never mentioned in the 
literature of global education is the role played by the school principal. 
Yet, much research documents what many already believed; schools and 
their programs are only as successful as their principals are (Block, 
1987; Boston, 1991; Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991; Hansen & Smith, 
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1989; T.ipha.m, 1977). Since researcli names the principal as a criticaJ 
player in determining the success of any prograrr. within the school, 
certainly his or her role in init.ia.t.ing and/or sustaining a successful 
global focus within the school will he pivotal. What is there about the 
person's actions, characteristics, personal beliefs, and past experiences 
that accounts for this success? What are the person's personal and 
professional characteristics? How globally-minded is the person? Do 
certain demographic traits and a certain degree of global-mindedness 
correlate with an increased support of globally focused classrooms and 
programs? If these demographic traits and the degree of global- 
mindedness can be identified, then it might be possible, also, to identify 
individuals with like traits and experiences who would be better able to 
support a global education program. Ultimately, it might even be 
possible to provide similar experiences for all educators. 
Therefore, the proposed research would be carried out in order to 
explore the factors in the principal's personal and professional life that 
shaped and are shaping their success as leaders of schools with a strong 
global education focus. The purpose of this study will be to look at the 
principal of a high school, what personal characteristics and 
background that person has, what professional training that person has 
which enables bim or her to support global education within that 
school, and to ascertain whether and to what extent this global 
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background and mind-set translates into increased support of globally 
focused teaching and programing in their school. 
Statement of the Problem 
AmpTicfl.n students need to be gLobaHy pdncated. Anderson (1991) 
states the immediacy of this need when he writes: 
Young American citizens iniierit a society that is becoming 
progressively more involved in and dependent on a world that 
simultaneously is more interdependent, less dominated by one of 
many historic civilizations, and less subject to U.S. control. Given 
this historically determined fact, we have no choice but to press 
on with the task of globalizing American education. To do 
otherwise would be intellectually stupid and socially 
irresponsible because we would be putting at risk the children we 
love, the students we teach, and the nation we cherish. 
(Anderson, 1991, p. 33) 
Unfortunately, the reality is that in more schools than not, global 
education is either not happening or, if it is occurring, it is being done 
haphazardly and not in an organized way throughout the school. Orten 
this is due to lack of teacher traming and/or experience with the global 
education concept. However, when teachers fully accept the concept and 
wish to teach from a global perspective, it still oftentimes does not 
happen. As Wimpelberg (1987) points out, "research on schools in the 
last couple of decades leads to the interpretation that schools can 
develop as places for excellent teaching and learning, but left to their 
own devices many of them will not" (p. 100). In other words, 
introducing a concept and the adoption of that concept by a teacher or a 
school is not usually going to occur all by itself. What Block (1987) 
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calls, "the process of translating intentions into reality" (p. 98) calls for 
leadership. 
PrinnipalR are the driving forr-.e in i-nitiaf.inff anfl/nr RiiRta.inin^ any 
prr>gra.m in a school. "Nothing will happen without leadership. From 
someone-or someplace-energy needs to be created, released, channeled, 
or mobilised to get the ball rolling in the right direction" (Deal, 1990, p. 
4). That, person in a school is most often the principal. "Research has 
docunierj-fced what common sense has long dictated: that school leaders 
do determine whether or not schools are successful" (Cawelti, 1987, p. 
*5)- 
The principal is critical to a global education -prngram. 
Much lias been written about the key role of the principal in 
supporting school-site change. Nothing in my experience 
contradicts that notion. Indeed, I cannot think of a single, strong 
school-site program in global education that has not enjoyed the 
support of its principal. Conversely, I can tell too many stories of 
frustrated teachers demoralized by a perceived lack of support after 
countless hours of effort that have resulted in little, if any, 
progress toward a curriculum that included a global perspective. 
The principal ba.R the power to facilitate or block change efforts. 
(Boston, 1991, p. 88) 
The principal is a key factor, then, if a school is to focus on a global 
perspective. His or her under standing and support of the concept is 
pivotal if teachers are to successfully provide that perspective for 
students. However, the global education literature is virtually devoid of 
information about the principal. Nothing found in the literature looks at 
what prior knowledge and/or experiences make for an educator who is 
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giobally-nmicied. Nothing found in the literature addresses the link 
between a globally-minded principal and programing in that principal's 
school. There is a need to explore the principal's background, attitudes, 
and perceptions in order to ascertain which of these impacts on the 
global focus and programing of the school. Only by adding this 
important element into the literature concerning global education will 
there be a mere complete body of knowledge concerning global 
education from which to make further plans and to draw conclusions. 
Research Questions 
The oyTirarching research question is: Does the global-mindedness 
of the high school principal translate into greater global focus and 
programing within tbe school? The following subquestions will guide 
the research on the principal's role in initiating and/or sustaining global 
education: 
1. Do demographic characteristics of principals make any difference 
in their global-mindedness? 
2. What background experiences of principals contribute most to 
the principal's global-mindedness? 
3. To what extent are the principal's attitudes, behefs and behaviors 
associated with their global-mindedness? 
4. Wha.t other factors, as perceived by high school principals, are 
important to the implementation of a global focus within a high 
school? 
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Importance of the Study 
Interest and debate over what historically has been called 
international education has come and gone for almost as long as 
America has existed, and has depended in large part on the politics of 
the day (Lamy, 1983a; Tye & Tye, 1992; Woyach, 1983). But, 
historically, one fact is different. America was isolated by distance from 
much of the world and the debate was more esoteric than practical. The 
reality of the world today presents an entirely new situation, for the 
reality is that Americans are living on a shrinking planet, and that 
students today have the world at their fingertips and living beside them 
(Goodiad, 1&9G). The ethnocentrism of the past is no longer tolerable, if 
it ever was. The realities that are influencing the world today and which 
will. 
shape the world of the 21^ century. . . .call for effective global 
education at all levels and in all disciplines. Global education is 
not a new concept; global awareness has long been a desirable 
outcome of student learning in a variety of subjects. However, as 
the old order crumbles, the need to provide school experiences 
with an mteruational and global dimension acquires new urgency. 
(Ramler, 1991, p. 44) 
Void in the Literature 
Much has been written about the importance of teaching global 
education, the need for teachers trained to teach from a global 
perspective, and even the commonalities of global education. In all the 
literature, however, there seems to be a missing component. Very little 
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addresses the pivotal position of the school principal. Boston (1991) 
writes about the importance of the principal in support of site-based 
changes. She also writes about the positive effect a supporting principal 
has In a global education school and the dire, demoralizing effect that 
the lack of principal support can have in such a school. Further, she 
also cites eight actions which principals take in schools with effective 
global education programs. But Boston seems to be one voice crying in 
tne wilderness. The role of the principal, a role that is critical in most 
Buccessful schools and their programming, is not given any attention in 
the writings about global education. Is it possible that the role of 
principal is not so pivotal in the area of global education? Are there 
other factors equally or more important? 
While Boston's actions do tell us something about the person, 
nowhere in the literature is the specific role of the principal addressed, 
what there is about the person in this position that makes him or her 
initiate or sustain a global education focus in a school. Nothing has 
been written about the person, his or her background, training, and 
experience, and what effect those factors have on the supportive person 
he or she is. Boston (1991) emphasizes the critical role of the 
priacipal's communication of values and beliefs to others in the school. 
Itris important that more reseasrch be conducted pertaining to the role of 
the principal. 
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Importa.-nr.p fnr t.tie Profession 
As stated earlier (Tye & Tye, 1991), America is at a critical 
crossroads; a new set of attitudes and behaviors is required of all 
citizens and leaders. Achieving those attitudes and "behaviors may prove 
very difficult, however, in a country that stresses the individual and 
competitiveness as much as America does (Tye & Tye, 1991). Yet, if 
these authors are correct, this research has potentially far-reaching 
imx^licafcions. for it is a truism that teachers teach what they are, and 
many teachers are not globally comfortable. Given the fact that 
principals come from the ranks of teachers, then the same truism 
apphes to them. 
According to Vestal (1994), less than 1% of American 
undergraduates study abroad for credit each year. The majority of 
students earn bachelor's degrees without taking any foreign language 
courses, and the majority of faculty members have no international 
exposure and little idea of what a globally sensitive professor would be. 
While there are globally focused classrooms at all levels, and even 
a few globally focused schools, it is because of individuals or groups that 
have become global thinkers and that their orientation has provided a 
global focus for students. The implication for the education profession 
then is clear. In order to educate students in K-12 globally, universities 
and especially colleges of education must train educators to do so. They 
need to identity the traits, backgrounds, and experiences now held by 
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educators who support global education, and try to provide at least some 
of those features in the teacher training programs of the nation. For it is 
from those people that the principals will come who can initiate and/or 
sustain global education programs within our K-12 schools. The 
knowledge base in this area at present is almost non-existent. 
ImportaLrice to the Researcher 
This researcher is interested in the topic of global education for 
many reasons, both personal and professional. Professionally, as an 
educator for many years, the limited view of many educators about the 
rest of the world has been th e cause of shortsighted decision-making 
that results in educating students for the present rather than for their 
future. Educators who see no value in travel beyond a limited range, 
who see no need to learn another language, and who do not see the 
richness in the diversity that is now the population of America, 
perpetuate the stereotyping and the ethnocentricity of the past. As 
Anderson (1991) points out, continuing this pattern would be 
devastating to America's students and the nation. 
Personally, the researcher has experienced the great benefits of a 
global education, some provided by the home and some by the 
educational institutions she has attended. Foreign language study, 
travel, ethnic diversity, exchange opportunities, and family heritage 
have all contributed to a broad outlook and wonderful opportunities 
unlike any that could have been gained otherwise. Selfishly perhaps, the 
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idea of providing such, knowledge and understanding of the world for 
other students would seem a wonderful one to emulate. To be able to 
enrich the lives of students, and ultimately the citizenry, with a better 
understanding of the world of which they are a part, would seem 
laudable, and attainable. 
Procedures 
In order to explore the question of traits and attitudes that stiape 
t'xe pi inripaJ, and whether those same traits and attitudes translate into 
greater global focus and programing within the school, the research.er 
focused on the public high schools within the state of Georgia. This 
involved schools in large urban areas and small rural settings. It 
involved schools with large minority and/or international populations as 
well as those which were still largely homogeneous in nature. A 
demographic survey was developed and sent to all Georgia high schools, 
asking the principal to complete and return it within a specified amount 
of time. It asked for both personal and professional data as well as data 
about his or Ler school and its programs. It also included an attitude 
survey designed to measure global-mindedness. Most of the information 
was analyzed quantitatively. 
However, also included in the survey were open ended questions 
regarding other factors that could influence having globally focused 
programing in the school, what the principal thought were the 
important factors, and how the principal would prioritize those factors. 
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This information was analyzed qualitatively to support the survey 
information. It was important to t.hiR study that this qualitative 
information be gathered. While the quantitative information would 
answer the major researah question, it was quite possible that even with 
an affirmative answer to the question that other important factors were 
vital for a complete picture to form. 
Limitations 
Tbei-e were limitations to this study, but none that were 
insurmountable. First, the demograplnc data and the gjobal-m mdedness 
data to be gathered were both self-reportin.g data. Tbe second limitation 
was the proposed gjobal-mindedness instrument, tt had to be modified 
to meet the needs of adult administrators instead of being used on 
college students. 
Definition of Terms 
The following definitions were used in this study. 
Global Education refers to learning that deals with the 
interdependence and interconnectedness of people and nations. It is 
education designed to give students the knowledge, skills, and attitudes 
needed to five in such a world. 
Global perspective is recognizing that other people and nations 
may view the world differently from oneself because of the differing 
experiences of each. 
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"FlfhnnfientrLsm is tiie belief that a person's or nation's view of ttie 
world is central to and superior to ottier views of the world. 
International Baccalaureate refers to a worldwide organization of 
member sch.ools offering a rigorous and sanctioned curriculum whose 
diploma is recognized and accepted by universities around the world. 
F.ngliKh for Rpeafrerfl of Other Languages (ESOL) refers to a 
national program designed to teach students whose native language is 
not English the language and culture of the United States. 
(11 oha.l-mi nrierinrbk refers to a state of mind of people wh.o "... 
possess an ecological world view, believe in the unity of humankind and 
the interdependence of humanity, support universal human rights, have 
loyalties that extend beyond national borders, and are futurists" (Hett, 
P- 8). 
Belief refers to a conviction of truth: an acceptance of something as 
true or real. 
Attitude refers to a position or disposition indicating willingness to 
take an action, feeling, or mood. 
Rphavior refers to an activity or change in relation to 
environment. 
Summary 
American students are inheriting a society that is changing. 
America is no longer the isolated world unto itself that it once was, or 
thought it could be. America and Americans are Imbed to the world and, 
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in part, dependent on that world as never before. Educators must 
recognize this fact and be prepared to give their students the tools and 
attitudes necessary to be successful in that world. In large part, that 
responsibility rests with the principal who leads the school. In order to 
accomplisli the task, American educators must be trained for this new 
thinking, these new attitudes. However, first the personal and 
professional traits and values they need must be identified. Only then 
can others be trained and given the experiences that will make the 
difference. And any otlier factors beyond the principal that influence the 
provision of a globalized focus and programing must be identified. 
History has determined a globalized future for all students. We must 
know how to accomplish this important task. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Young people around the world are growing up in polyethnic and 
multicultiu'al nations. Tliese nations find themselves functioning 
in an mcreaningly integrated global system. On the cusp of the 2181 
century, all citizens of Planet Earth find ourselves extensively 
involved in a global Bystem that touches every aspect of our lives. 
The food we eat, the clothes we wear, and the people we meet 
reflect the interrelatedness of each facet of our lives. (Anderson, 
1994, p. 3) 
The world is indeed changing. The world of today's adults is very 
different from the world in which today's students wOl live. The 
education that met the needs of today's adults will not suffice in the 
globalized world of the fuiTure. To equip American children for their 
future will be the job of all facets of our society, but the primary 
responsibility will rest on the schools. For as Schukar (1993) states, 
students must be provided with a "... thoughtful, reflective balanced 
approach to controversial issues...to assist... in the development of the 
skills, efficacy, and confidence necessary to successfully guide the 
United States in the future" (p. 57). This is the job of all teachers of 
global education in particular and all educators in general. It is an 
important task made even more challenging by the global realities of 
society, and as Rauhauser and McLennan (1995) rightly point out, 
"educators must focus on creating schools that prepare our youth for 
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their future. Scliools, curricula, and classroom activitieB cannot prepare 
youth, for tomorrow unless they look different t.h a.n schools and 
classrooms of yesterday" (p. 30). 
Historical Background of Global Education 
While the call for a more global focus for U.S. education may be 
forceful and poignant, it is not new. For at least a century there have 
been calls for internationaliziiig or globalizmg the American education 
system, calls that, except for brief flurries, have gone largely unheeded. 
During that time, learning about other cultures has been primarily an 
exercise in us versus them, with us almost always being in the superior 
position. What Richards (1979) said in her dissertation almost SO years 
ago is just as true today: "As a result, our schools havie produced 
generations of citizens who have studied cultures in the context of "we" 
and "they". There was a lack of feeling of commonality with other 
members of the human race. There was no sense of global community" 
(p. 1). 
The reasons for this apparent lack go far back in this nation's 
history. The very documents that created this nation speak of 
independence, of breaking bonds, of being separate. As Masolwa (1995) 
states, "America is a nation founded on independence, not 
interdependence. Separateness is a cultural norm for the U.S. The 
American economic system is based on individual enterprise, 
entrepreneur ship, and competition" (p. 5). 
The Liberal Tradition 
.And yet there have been voices calling for connectivity. The 
liberalifim of Locke, Mills, and Smith that was the basis for so much of 
America's value system is still "the dominant paradigm of analysis in 
the discourse on global education within the American tradition" 
(Johnson, j 995, p. 5), especially during the 20^' century. Writers for 
this model usually offer the viewpoint that the world is moving toward a 
unified culture, much like that found in the U.S. and western Europe. 
Anderson ( .1973) even posits that "Today most human beings live out 
their lives in a cocoon of culture whose circumference equals the 
circumference of the globe. In a word there is a global culture" (p. 84). 
However, moving the U.S. beyond this position, and into education 
programs that, advocate the position of interdependency and world 
systems has "been at best fragmented, often influenced one way or other 
by the political realities of the day. This has been especially true since 
the 1950s, a period Schukar (1983) calls " the period of education for a 
world society, or more recently an education for a global perspective" 
(p. 92). This global perspective has its roots in the earher progressive 
education movement of the 1930s, especially the liberal sector of that 
movement known as the reconstructionists, scholars such as George 
Counts. 
The reconstructionists believe that the purpose of schools is not 
social reproduction but social reconstruction. Schools are a means 
for correcting social ills and for developing a new social order. The 
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curriculum, according to this view, must be geared to the 
transformation of the rising generation so that it may embrace the 
contemporary national and global problems of war, poverty amidst 
affluence, crime, racial conflict, political oppression, 
environmental pollution, disease, and hunger. (Tanner and Tanner 
(1980) as cited in Schukar, 1983, pp. 92-93) 
Many of the studies conducted during the 1950s to 1970s are based 
in this liberal search for a global perspective, or what the literature of 
the time calls worldmindedness. Worldmindedness, a term which lacks 
clear definition, seems to be "...certain, abilities,...a level of 
awareness,...a philosophy, and...an attitude" (Hett, 1993, p. 17). And, 
as Hett (1993) points out, 
almost every study since the mid 1950s lias used some version of 
Sampson and Smith's Worldmindedness Scale, developed in .1957. 
The Worldmindedness Scale is limited by the values and concerns 
of the time. Several of its items refer to a world government or an 
international police force. When the United Nations was chartered 
in 1945 these were more prominent issues than they are today, (p. 
20) 
It is perhaps this emphasis on worldmindedness that has so incensed 
many in the U.S. who consider themselves patriots and nationalists. 
But, as Barnes and Gurlette (1985) point out, having a global viewpoint 
and being a nationalist are not mutually exclusive. It is possible to be 
both. As Lamy (1983) stated, 
historically, opposition to international education programs has 
centered on ideological differences....Ideological opponents, 
concerned with the apparent decline of U.S. influence in world 
affairs, have described global education as naive, idealistic, anti- 
America, and generally antithetical to one of the fundamental 
purposes of education which is to build loyalty toward American 
political, economic, and sociocultural institutions and ideals. These 
opponents are not against all global education efforts. Most feel 
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that global education is fine if its content and purpose is to 
introduce students to a realistic view of the world, a state-centric 
perspective which stresses the importance of this country's 
interests in international affairs, (p. 9) 
"R.Ralifi-m and TriealiRTn 
An interesting debate, occurring simultaneously to the liberal 
developments of the SO4,11 century, and greatly affecting the discussion of 
global education, was that between those favoring realism and those 
advocating idealism. Realists were seen as those who believed in 
national power and considered that power "...essential to the 
maintenance of stability and peace in the international system" (Lamy, 
1983, p. 1 i). This realistic viewpoint was blamed for encouraging, if not 
causing, World War I. And so between World Wax I and World War II 
there was a swing to the position called idealism. The idealists 
"...believed the United States should support the abandonment of force, 
encourage cross-cultural understanding and peaceful coexistence, and 
devote our leadership skills to the development of global institutions 
dedicated to resolving conflicts and disputes between nation-states" 
(Lamy, 1983, p. 11). 
Programs and curriculum of the periods changed with the politics 
of the day: The realist position supported education which stressed the 
nation; the idealist position stressed the international and universal. 
However, after World War II neither position gained dominance but 
neither were they rejected. Instead, they both became part of the new 
geopolitical world that subsequently emerged. 
Global Education and (Geopolitics 
The story of education in the United States for the past 50 years 
has been ever changing. It has depended on the dominant political 
perspective of the time. As Masolwa (1995) states: 
The content and purpose of education is determined mostly by the 
political ideology that the nation operates on. If the nation 
operates according to reaJism, the content of its education system 
will tend to have a homogeneously local and national focus: 
consequently, its graduates will tend to have a homogeneously 
local and state-centered perspective. But if a nation operates 
according to idealism, its education system will tend to have a 
heterogeneously international and global focus; and as a result, 
graduates from such an education system are most likely to have 
[a] more heterogeneously global perspective. To have an effective 
education system that will foster global education, there is a need 
for a multi-and-interdisciplinary approach, (p. 64) 
In the aftermath of World War II (1948), Public Law 80-402 was 
passed so that information , skills, and people could be shared between 
the U. S. and other countries. Known as the United States Information 
and Educational Exchange Act, it was to be the forerunner of many 
attempts to integrate the U. S. into the rest of the world. When, in 1957, 
Sputnik made the nation deal with the painful reality that its 
superiority was questionable, the national answer was the National 
Defense Education Act of 1958 (NDEA), with its emphasis on math, 
science, foreign language, and international studies (Lamy, 1983). 
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But the real impetus began in the 1960s when then President 
Lyndon B. Johnson and others in positions of leadership sought to unite 
American education with the world around it. At a celebration of the 
bicentennial of the Smithsonian in Washington, D. C. in 1965, President 
Johnson eloquently formed the base for what was to influence 
educational policy until the present. He spoke of Smithson's call to 
spread knowledge to all men everywhere and stated that the world of the 
present, 
makes that mandate much more urgent than it ever was. For we 
know today certain truths are self-evident in every nation on 
this earth: that ideas, not armaments, will shape our lasting 
prospects for peace: that the conduct of our foreign policy will 
advance no faster than the curriculum of our classrooms; that the 
knowledge of our citizens is the one treasure which grows only 
when it is shared... JUmost half the nations of this globe suffer 
from Illiteracy among half or more of their people. And unless the 
world can find a way to extend the light, the force of that darkness 
may ultimately engulf us all. (Johnson as quoted in Vestal, 1994, 
pp.184-185) 
What followed, ultimately became the International Education Act of 
1966 (IEA) (Public Law 80-698), and a host of other activities designed 
to fulfill that mandate. Many thought that this act would be one of the 
greatest pieces of legislation ever passed by a congress. "The act 
authorized grants for international studies and research at both the 
undergraduate and graduate levels to improve the overall capability and 
versatility in global affairs of the country as a whole....Unfortunately, 
the IRA never received an appropriation - a victim of the Vietnam War" 
(Vestal, 1994, p. 5). But, in spite of its demise from lack of funding, it 
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set the stage for many activities and accomplishinents that are still with, 
us. The list is impressive and includes the Pulbright program, which 
provides study opportunities for high school and university level 
students wishing to learn abroad, and exchange teacher and 
administrator opportunities for educators to work for extended periods 
abroad; the Peace Corps, which still sends Americans abroad to share 
their skills and talents with those in need of them; and many other 
programs that provide vital links for America and Americans to the rest 
of the world. But the reality is that for the decades of the 1970s and 
1980s very little was done to promote global education on any large 
scale. There were, and still are, fragmented programs that collectively 
represent a sizable investment in both time and programming. But the 
programs lack for the coordination that would provide a national focus 
(Vestal, 1994). Most of these programs are stall based on the original 
IEA model, and as of 1991, "... such support as there was for 
international education came principally from the financially strapped 
budget of the ED (Department of Education). Federal programs in 
international education amounted to a woeful 0.13 percent of total U.S. 
education funding" (Vestal, 1994, p. 6). 
Of course the National Commission on Excellence in Education's 
1983 publication of A Nation at Risk indehbly connected education in 
general with the global economy with its well-known line, "If an 
unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the 
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mediocre educational performance that exists today, we migtit well have 
viewed it as an act of war" (p. 5). This report, however, did little to 
shape the global discussion in a positive way. Nor did the lesser known 
national reports, A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the SI81 Century or 
Annfipip-a. 2000: An Education Strategy. Both reinforced the position of 
U.S. education as largely a means to compete economically in the larger 
world and mentioned nothing about the other very strong reasons for 
gLobalizmg the educational process in the U.S. 
The decade of the 1990s ha.fi seen some indication at a national 
level that there is renewed interest and/or concern for international or 
global education. The IEA that lay dormant for so long was given new 
life when Senator David Boren and the Senate Intelligence Committee 
which he chaired, proposed the National Security Education Act of 
1991(NSEA), "... a major international education initiative, to increase 
opportunities for undergraduates to study abroad and to support the 
training of more specialists in languages and area studies" (Vestal, 
1994, p. 6). While this act is modest by today's standards, it represents 
a large increase in funding over the past two decades, and gives hope to 
those who are attempting to bring global education to the forefront 
again, not only in the nation's universities, but also in her K-12 
institutions. 
And so it would seem that there are two dominant viewpoints at 
work presently in the United States, trying to shape the future of global 
education. Lamy (1983a) calls them the idealist and the realist 
geopolitical world views. Whatever they are called, the fact remains that 
there are two different and distinctive perspectives. However, Lamy 
points out that, 
the most appropriate world view would he one that emphasizes 
constructive cooperation among significant actors at the local, 
national, and international level. Global perspectives education 
encourages students to find workable solutions to socioeconomic, 
military-security, and ecological problems which challenge the 
leaders and citizens of this world....Global perspectives education, 
when done properly, is innovative - encouraging students to find 
solutions to new and challenging situations; anticipatory rather 
than reactive; and interdisciplinary, not limited to the social 
sciences, (p. 18) 
Current Reality and Global Education 
If it is true that the best time to make change is when a society is 
in a period of transition, then America's K-12 education system is ready 
for a change. The national reports of the past two decades, such as 
A Nation at Risk, certainly call for drastic change. But even these 
reports have not unified all people toward change. Many people, 
including some educators, believe that the current system is basically 
sound and can be repaired with some attention. Joyce, Wolf, and 
Calhoun (1993) call attention to the widespread belief that things only 
need changing when they are in terrible condition, but as they state, 
"What we have often ignored in our restructairing efforts is that (1) the 
chief reason for seeking improvement is that the search enlivens the 
organization for adults and students alike and (2) improvement is 
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possible regardless of the current state of the organization. In other 
words, the best can always get better" (p. 5). 
However, the call for change also comes from an even stronger 
source. It comes from the very world of which this nation is a part. The 
world of today is far different from what existed even 20 years ago. 
There have been massive changes in nations, changes that were 
nnimaginable not long ago. The political changes in the world during the 
past 10 years have been overwhelming and have been watched as they 
unfolded, thanks to the telecommunication possibilities that are part of 
everyday life. People have watched and they have been affected 
(Anderson, 1990). As Parietta, put it, "At no time in history have events 
in one country or on one continent had more pervasive and lasting 
impact on the rest of the world. Isolation and parochialism are no 
longer options, for countries or individuals as events increasingly have 
broad and lasting impact far beyond their immediate sphere of 
influence" (1993, p. 7.53). 
It may seem strange that a nation that began as a haven for the 
world's immigrants and which for so long prided itself as being the 
melting pot of the world, would find it difficult to reach out to broaden 
ties to the rest of the world. But today the melting pot thinks of itself 
more as a tossed salad, a blend of flavors and tastes, together and yet 
distinct, each culture and group adding a distmctiveness to the mix. The 
physical blending is apparent. But the attitudinal blending will take 
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more time. But it too must cliange. For as Patterson (1993) noted, 
in the face of the uncertainty and. ambiguity permeating much of 
our lives, one thing is for sure: the future is out there. It's waiting 
for us. We have first-hand experience proving that the future 
eventually becomes the present and then the past. We cannot skip 
the future, but we can decide how we will shape it. (p. 38) 
The Current State of Global Education 
In the past two decades, we have been experiencing a fateful 
convergence of three profound historical changes in the world's 
social structure that began at different periods of time. The first 
change, which has been under way for the past half millennium, is 
the accelerating growth of global interdependence. The second, 
which dates to the first decades of the 20th century, is the erosion 
of Western Civilization's dominance of the rest of the world. The 
third change, which dates from the early 1970s is the decline of 
American hegemony in the world political economy. (Anderson, 
1990, p. 14) 
During these past 20 years, and to some extent even before that, 
more and more educators have become involved in a quiet move toward 
bringing more of the world into their classrooms. At the K-12 levels this 
movement has been called global education (Anderson, 1990). Their 
methods and subjects have been many, depending on their areas of 
interest, their backgrounds, and their situations. Those in the sciences 
often look at global problems such as pollution that affect not only their 
students but students in the rest of the world. Those in the fine arts 
attempt to broaden their students' exposure to the arts of many 
cultures. Teachers of foreign language emphasize communication, 
including trips to other countries and exposure to native speakers. The 
social studies seek to infuse a world view in the history, geography, 
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government, and economics they share with students. But as many have 
recognized, there is a need for more. The Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development (ASCD) recognized the need when they 
developed Global iinrierfita.-nrii-nffK- A framework for global education in 
1994 . The rationale for this publication eloquently states the need: 
Most of us were educated into and have experienced throughout 
our lifetimes a world quite different from the one our children will 
know. Living in a world characterized by the increasing pluralism 
of localities operating within the context of global interdependence 
is a significantly different life experience from that of most adults 
on this planet. Our children will need new skills and attitudes to 
function productively in this different environment. They will need 
an understanding of and appreciation for the global nature of life 
in the future. (C. G. Anderson, 1994, p. 3) 
The Current. (Thallenges to Global Education 
Faced with the world on the doorstep and the complexity facing all 
of that world, it might be assumed that the need for globalizing 
America's education system would be easy for all to see. But the reality 
is not so easy. For education at any level does not exist in a vacuum. It 
is just one aspect of the multifaceted society in which. Americans live, 
and while major elements of that society recognize the need to be more 
globally aware, not all facets have developed that viewpoint. As Schukar 
(1983) notes, "the purpose and direction of formal education in every 
society is a function of the ideals, values, and behaviors that each 
society seeks to perpetuate. Schools serve as a means for social 
reproduction and the school curriculum is often no more than a 
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reflection of the dominant social, economic, and political value 
structure" (pp.91-92). 
Ttie deep structure debate. 
Schools are not society's visionaries. Schools mirror a society and 
react to its changes, changes that often occur slowly (Schukar, 1983). 
According to B. B. Tye (1991), American society is in transition and the 
various segments are not all at the point where the "deep structure of 
schooling" (p. 35) has been affected. Some characteristics that were 
expected in schools of a century ago are not expected by society today. 
But those that are expected, are assumed to be right and are seldom 
questioned by society. They are often the things that cause people to say, 
"but that is the way it has always been." Such characteristics—beliefs- 
are pervasive and difficult to change, precisely because of that deep 
structuring. Compounding the situation is the fact that while this deep 
structuring is nationwide, it is not uniform. Each state, county, school 
district, and school has its own structure, personality, and climate. And 
the citizens that each serves have very differing expectations. 
Specifically, Schukar (1983) cites the following specific reasons for 
global education not having had a stronger Influence in American 
schools: 
1) it does not reflect the dominant national social, economic, and 
political values of our time; 2) it is not a response to a 
unanimously perceived need from the public for educational 
change at this time; and, 3) it is sometimes considered to be a 
doctrine of the left-wing fringe and thus is seen as another attempt 
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to undermine the power and infLuence of the United States in 
today's world, (p. 93) 
To this list Masolwa (1995) adds the following "... negative global 
attitudes which hinder the development of global awareness...prejudices, 
ethnocentrism, fear, disrespect, stereotyping, ignorance, and 
indifference" (p. 48). Each of these negatives, even in small numbers, 
impedes the attempt to introduce more globalism in schools. Lamy 
(1983a) also introduces the always present limit of finite resources and 
points out that often all of these limitations reinforce one another and 
hinder progress toward globalization of schools. Further, Lamy 
(1983a)posits: 
In order to overcome these oppositions, a case has to be made for 
global education which includes a clear definitional statement and 
a list of educational objectives consistent with the priorities and 
values of a given community... Advocates of global education must 
convince policymakers and educational leaders that the content of 
global education is an essential ingredient in the preparation of 
young people for effective participation in their local, national, 
and global communities, (p. 10) 
Indeed, advocates of global education must convince all of this nation, 
in order to give the kind of attention to the subject that is needed and so 
warranted. The pleas made two decades ago may have been eloquent but 
have been largely unheeded. A review of the literature shows little 
change during the past fifteen years. Some new voices have been added 
to those sounding the alarm, but no one seems to be listening to any 
greater degree. The need continues to grow but so far nothing has 
caused the kinds of changes that will have any large-scale impact. 
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UDiversity nhallp-nfRR 
WMLe many would assume that America's colleges and universities 
might be leaders in practicing and promoting more globalization in 
classrooms and programs, that is not always a safe assumption. 
Universities and colleges, just lite K-12 institutions, sometimes are 
reactive rather than being proactive concerning societal issues. They are 
confronted with problems such as narrow specializations, rivalries 
between departments, lack of administrative support, and the constant 
discrepancy between infinite needs and finite resources (Tucker, 1990). 
And yet in the area of globalization opportunities for students, there ba.R 
been growth, even since Vestal's report of 1% of America's students 
studying abroad for credit each year (1994). For example, in a news 
article from the University of Georgia, the following facts were included: 
• In his first state of the University address, President 
Michael Adams proposed as a goal that 10 percent of UGA 
students should be involved in international study before 
graduating. 
• Chancellor Stephen Portch has set a goal of 2 percent of 
University System students participating annually in 
international education by 2000. 
• In 1996-97, the number of UGA students participating in a 
study-abroad or exchange program was 629, about 3 percent 
of undergraduate enrollment. (Roberts, 1998, p. 4) 
National statistics quoted in the same Dec. 12, 1997 article are not 
much better. "... Boston University had the greatest number of students 
in study-abroad programs at U.S. research universities in 1996-97: 
1,416, or 4.8 percent of the student body. Cornell University was 15th on 
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the list, with 653 students, or 3.4 percent" (Roberts, 1998, p.4). And 
while many universities now have some international activities and/or 
courses available, generally it is the situation that, "efforts devoted to 
curriculum revision and to globally-oriented activities are...considered 
to be secondary to the basic goals of the institution^"(GiUiom, 1993, 
p. 43). Certainly in some departments there is more global contact for 
students and faculty than in other departments. In many of the 
sciences, the arts, and especially in foreign languages, contacts are at 
least available. Also, most American universities have large numbers of 
exchange students on campus, enriching the learning environment and 
bringing foreign cultures into the classes of those institutions. And 
many professors now attend international conferences, and even take 
advantage of international travel experiences offered by professional 
groups or by the university itself. But, as Vestal (1994) notes, 
"Collectively, the international education activities of all U.S. colleges 
and universities represent a substantial investment and a sizable 
resource. Their impact is diminished both at the campus level and 
nationally, however, by their scattered, uncoordinated nature"(p. 4). 
Preservice teacher tra/mi-ng, 
As for university schools of education, the situation is mixed. 
As Gilhom (1993) states, "Mobilizing preservice teacher educators, be 
they in colleges of education or in other departments, to support and 
carry out the goals of global education is no simple task" (p. 40). He 
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cites such, causes as lack of interest by professors and lack of rewards 
for those who do get involved, but emphasizes the critical nature of 
faculty support for global education to be accepted (Gilliom, 1993). This 
viewpoint is shared by Henson, who Gilliom notes, 
points convincingly to the importance of faculty commitment to 
internationalizing curriculum and life on campus if universities 
are to adopt a global agenda. Likewise, undergraduate teacher 
education programs will not become "globalized" until professors 
of education themselves are motivated to implement the idea. 
(1993, p. 40). 
As with most changes within educational institutions, 
administrative support is a critical factor. The best conceived program 
can die without the support. However, while "administrators in higher 
education increasingly are voicing a belief in the importance of 
internationalizing campuses, no amount of administrative flat or public 
posturing will lead to real change if faculty members as well as 
administrators are not aboard from the begmning" (Gilliom, 1993, p. 
41). The key is to work one professor at a time until there is a critical 
mass. 
One facet of the nature of global education makes reaching the 
critical mass more realistic at the university level, and indeed at any 
level. "The interdisciplinary nature of global education gives it great 
resilience in the 'turf conflicts that often arise when something new 
appears on the education scene" (Tucker, 1990, p. 113). Educators at all 
levels are being called on to collaborate, among and between each other 
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and with other agencies (Freeman, 1993). This collaboration, done 
between university departments and/or schools, produces exciting 
results. Professors from different departments can join forces and 
produce joint results that no one individual could achieve alone. For as 
Tucker (1990) says, "Global education is not a zero-sum game, where 
more for you is less for me, and vice-versa. Rather it represents an 
expanding continuum, where more for you is commonly more for all of 
us" (p. 113). University students in all departments will benefit from 
any professor who infuses a global focus into what is taught. They will 
benefit exponentially from professors who collaborate and make the 
cross-discipline connections come alive. This is especially true and 
critical in university teacher preservice programs where those who will 
teach in K-12 schools receive their training. Johnston and Ochoa 
(1993), in speaking about research done in the area of teacher 
pedagogical content knowledge, state: 
This area of research suggests that what teachers know from their 
academic studies and from their life experience influences how 
they construct learning for students. These studies make explicit 
the ways in which content knowledge and belief systems motivate 
one's conceptions of teaching and subject matter, (p. 67) 
Teacher preservice programs cannot control the background and 
training that their students received prior to coming to the university. 
Therefore, it would be important that these preservice programs provide 
for a rich program of course work and opportunities to enhance the 
global experiences of their students, if the K-12 schools are to be fully 
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able to liave teacliers wiio are comfortable teaching from a global 
perspective. In fact, Johnston and Ochoa call for more researcb. to be 
done in this area when they propose studying: 
1. Teachers' subject matter background and how it influences 
curricular and instructional decision making in teaching for 
global perspectives. 
2. How personal backgrounds, travel experiences, and teaching 
beliefs and attitudes influence their views of content in global 
education. 
3. Teachers' stereotypes and understandings of other cultures as 
they influence their teaching for global perspectives, (p. 67) 
At least some of these questions may be answered by this study since 
principals come from the ranks of teachers and have the same 
preservice training. 
According to GiUiom (1993), however, this globalized preservice 
experience may not be happening in many universities. He states that: 
The majority of preservice education programs do little to prepare 
new teachers with the knowledge or motivation to teach from a 
global perspective. Since restructuring preservice programs lies at 
the heart of current efforts to reform teacher education, this 
appears to be a propitious time to reconceptualize preservice 
experiences from a global point of view. A vital step in this effort is 
introducing teacher educators themselves to global education and 
encouraging them to seek ways to prepare their students, in turn, 
to plan and teach from a global perspective, (p. 40) 
On the other hand, there is notable progress being made in many places. 
Gilliom (1993) notes that global education is "making significant 
inroads in teacher education programs''(p. 45) such as the following: 
Chapman College 
New York University 
Florida International University 
Stanford 
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Ttie University of Denver 
Immaculate Heart College 
The University of South Dakota 
The University of Kentucky 
The Ohio State University 
These are only the more visible programs. The preparation that students 
receive in these programs will ultimately affect their teaching, and will 
in turn affect those who later become administrators in schools. 
One of the exciting facets of many of these teacher preparation 
programs is the international study and teaching experiences that many 
students at these universities have. In defining global education, K. A. 
Tye (1990) said that it "involves perspective taking-seeing things 
through the eyes and minds of others—and it means the realization that 
while individuals and groups may view life differently, they also have 
common needs and wants" (p. 5). Perspective taking is just what 
international study and teaching experiences allow American students 
to do. Mahan and Stachowski (1994) describe the benefits of such 
exposure as follows: 
International teaching and study experiences are emerging as a 
viable means of developing a broader world perspective in 
preservice teachers. Such experiences serve to immerse novice 
educators in cultures outside the United States through, classroom 
teaching practice, home living, required interviews with diverse 
foreign citizens, and community involvement. When these 
international experiences are prefaced by in-depth preparation for 
the host culture and education system and marked by continuing 
analysis and reflection, participants are likely to achieve personal 
and professional outcomes that could not be matched had they 
chosen to remain at home and complete conventional student 
teaching assignments. Documentation of these outcomes conveys 
to teacher educators nationwide that international experiences 
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result in important new learnings, increased global understanding, 
and insight into ways that this knowledge can he incorporated into 
US elementary and secondary classrooms. (p. 15) 
While much of what is cited as learnings by those who return from 
international experiences come from classroom teachers and university 
supervisors, Mahan and Stachowski (1994) note that much of the 
learning comes from non-educator sources. They provide the following 
statistics as seen in Table I: 
TABLE I 
Sources of Lear-ninff Tdpntified by Overseas Student Tftanbing 
% of TotaJ Sources 
Source of Learning Cited (N = 2,459) 
School professionals: supervising/other 
teachers, principals, central office staff 38.6 
Community people: nonschool community 
people, host-nation family, nonteacher 
school staff, parents of students, host-nation 
celebrities/leaders 34.4 
School children in own and other classrooms 10.9 
Listening, reading, reflecting: media, host- 
nation authors, self, preparatory workshop 
consultants 8.7 
Physical things: land/weather/geography, 
museum s/works of t 7.4 
(Mahan & Stachowski, 1994, p. 21) 
InternationaJ. teactung and study experiences are important then for 
both the learning that occurs within the school and for the learning that 
occurs within the larger culture. The international experience gives 
these preservice teachers insights and learning that traditional, student 
teaching in their own country could not have provided. As Mahan and 
Stachowski (1994) conclude: "Student teachers also gain a broader 
perspective on the world, on other peoples who inhabit this planet, and 
on what it means to be teachers of elementary and secondary students 
who will be the custodians of our earth tomorrow" (p. 23). 
Staff development in K-12 schools. 
While the preservice preparation of teachers is a critical 
component in globalizing America's K-12 schools, the question of how to 
prepare those who are already in the K-12 classrooms needs to be 
addressed. While the media is full of the message that America is part of 
an interdependent world, that message seems to stop at the door in 
many, if not most, public schools. As Stirling (1993) writes, "It appears 
as though the public schools are preparing students to live in quite a 
different reality. It is this anomaly that creates the need to change our 
schools through global education" (p. 12). 
Education today is being asked to change many things in answer to 
many challenges which are beyond the scope of this research. Whether 
that change is labeled restmcturing or some of the other terms 
offered up to define the process, change has been mandated. Joyce, Wolf, 
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and CaUicmii (1993) write about tlie researcli on cliange and state: 
The core of the messages from researcli on change is that those 
who believe that a life worth living is worth living well do some 
pretty remarkable things. The search for safe and easy plans for 
"restructuring" generate false gods, for such "easy" plans are built 
on the hope that we can discover a way of improving schools that 
simply rearranges the old elements-ourselves and our colleagues- 
in some way that magically increases the energy of the 
organization. In fact, the energy needed is that of human beings, 
and the major impediments we have to face are the ones we impose 
on ourselves. Relaxing into productive change is the key, rather 
than stiffening and bracing ourselves against the winds of change 
and hoping our role in the new era will be just a freshly painted 
version of our current, familiar role. (pp. viii-ix) 
Change is often perceived as being called for because the present 
situation is untenable. But that should not be the case. Change can 
make good situations better. "We do not have to begin by asserting that 
the current state is dreadful" (Joyce, Wolf, & Calhoun, 1993, p. 5). Nor 
can we have a packaged approach, one size fits all schools. The culture 
of each school is different and their needs and responses will differ 
(Chinningham and Cresso, 1993). These differences are, in large part, 
why the top down mandates spoken of earlier (Panetta, 1993) are not 
likely to have the desired results. Certainly, "...as a shared vision, global 
education can help shape the culture of schools and of universities to 
meet this perceived national deficiency" (Tucker, 1993, p. 116). But 
each school and each teacher must come to that shared vision from 
their own background. Tye and Tye (1993) focus on this shared vision 
when they talk about why some schools and teachers are successful in 
introducing global perspectives and some are not. The focus on "...(a) 
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the problem of how the meanings that different teachers attribute to 
'global education' affect their behavior In adapting to the change, and 
(b) the problem of competing demands on teachers' time. Since each of 
these areas is itself a topic for a dissertation, suffice it to say that 
teachers need the time to deal with the topic on their acceptance level at 
the same time they are involved in staff development to increase their 
knowledge and understanding and adapt teaching styles to best integrate 
the concepts into their repertoire (Tye £? Tye, 1993). 
The next step for those who are comfortable and interested in 
globalizing their curriculum is to deal with some basic questions such as 
those proposed by SchuJfcar (1983): 
The response to these questions will determine the purpose and 
direction of the program: 
1) Given the nature of the current direction of the world today, 
what do students need to know, beheve, and be able to do in 
order successfully to confront the challenge that they will 
almost certainly face? 
2) What curriculum models and structures would best accomplish 
the goals outlined above? 
3) What resources are available to help accomplish the task? 
(p. 93) 
Tye and Tye (1993) speak of teaching being an open-ended career, 
in the sense that there is no end to the training and preparation that are 
required as needs are identified and times change. Teachers who are 
successful are those who are always ready to grow. As Tye and Tye put 
it, "Attending staff development workshops, encountering new methods 
and materials, and adapting to various changes in curriculum, 
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instruction, and even, occasionally, organization structure are an 
integral part of any teactier's professional life" (1993. p. 58). What 
should that staff development include? Hadley, Webster, and Wood, cite 
three priorities that need attention: "(1) personal growth for teachers; 
(2) adapting the curriculum to include more international aspects; and 
(3) identifying resources for teachers and students" (1988, p. 19). For 
personal growth these authors suggest reading from many sources as 
well as the many other media sources readily available today. Attending 
workshops, and taking globalizing courses at universities, personal 
travel abroad to experience other cultures and more extensive contacts 
with people in the community who have experience in or who are from 
other cultures, also will help widen the individual's perspective and the 
meanings that he attaches to global education. All have the potential to 
change the behaviors within the classroom when teaching. Since 
globalization itself is a collaborative activity among nations, staff 
development needs to focus on teaching activities that stress joint 
planning between teachers and departments, and cooperative learning 
between students (Hadley, Webster, & Wood, 1988). These same authors 
also suggest a multitude of resources for identifying and finding 
resources and materials to help infuse a global perspective into their 
teaching. Most important to the integration of a global perspective into 
the curriculum "... is the desire and the commitment of teachers. Where 
interest exists, it should be encouraged and nourished. Where expertise 
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is lackLog, it should be sougtit out and acquired" (Hadley, Webster, & 
Wood, 1988, p. 22). A well designed staff development program can do 
all of ttiese things and will thereby encourage more of America's 
teachers to teach from a global perspective. 
Characteristics and Goals of Global Education 
The interrelatedness of the world today intensifies the need for 
today's educational system to globalize the curriculum for America's 
students. To do so is not a matter of finding supporters (Kobus, 1983). 
There are many who see the need. "The major problem...is rather one of 
definition and conceptualization and of the implementation of effective 
programs based on this conceptualization. The issue of definition 
continues to baffle both the proponents of the field and the uninitiated 
alike, surfacing over and over again in surveys of the related literatjure" 
(Kobus, 1983, p. 21). Despite the 15 years since this statement, there 
has not been a fully acceptable definition. Some prominent 
conceptualizers, including Hanvey, support the view that "...What is 
needed is not so much to broaden knowledge but to reinterpret it 
through an understanding of global systems....Hanvey...asserts that 
interdependence is probably the most essential and basic concept within 
the structure of global education" (Kobus, 1983, p.22). The definition of 
global education used by the researcher for this study is based on 
Hanvey's definition. 
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However, it is not tiie definition of tJie term so mucti as the 
message that it conveys that is the important point and as Otero (1983) 
states: 
Global education does have a message: the core proposition is that 
the world is indeed a major context In our lives and , as such, 
requires knowing. Knowing about that world means a different 
way of learning, a different and new view of the educational 
process and different norms and practices in schools. For global 
educators, school improvement will mean a change in school 
culture, methods, norms, procedures, a change to reflection upon 
the meaning, use, and organization of information as a key 
learning process, (p. 99) 
What a strong message that is and at the same time what a difficult one 
to deal with. It challenges teachers to reinvent themselves and their 
classrooms so that students can search for answers to major problems 
that affect not just the United States but the entire world. Therefore, as 
Lamy (1983a) offers: 
Global...education, when done properly, is innovative - 
encouraging students to find creative solutions to new and 
challenging situations; anticipatory rather than reactive; and 
interdisciplinary, not limited to the social science. A global 
perspectives curriculum attempts to build an understanding and 
appreciation of public and private actions which recognize: 1) the 
linkages between state and non-state actors and the resulting 
interdependent or dependent relations; 2) the value and 
importance of cultural commonalities and differences; and 3) the 
necessity for foreign and domestic policies which minimize conflict 
behavior and reinforce cooperation and accommodation. 
(p. 18) 
In 1990, a set of "General Principles for Global Education" was 
developed by a committee of the Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development (ASGD) and presented at the meeting of the 
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ASCD GlobaJ/Intemational Education Commission. It put forth the 
guidelines previously cited in Chapter I. A similar summary of 
characteristics was provided by Hudock in 1990, one that also contains 
an emphasis on an often overlooked but important item, the 
methodology that needs to be included. She states: 
Global education is more than a content area involving 
international issues or area studies. As an approach to teaching 
and learning, lessons emphasize a very definite range of concepts 
and methods that, when taken together, provide a global 
perspective. A global perspective is not any one view of the world, 
but the capacity to view-analyze and understand-the world from a 
■variety of perspectives. It is the richness of diverse historical, 
cultural, national, ideological and gender perspectives. In this 
sense, attaining a global perspective must involve exposure to a 
vast core of knowledge and mastery of a wide range of skills. As an 
educational agenda for citizenship on the 1990s and beyond, 
concepts and methods include: 
Core Methodology: 
• active and experiential learning 
• interdisciplinary teaching 
• comparative analysis 
• local-global connections 
• personal relevance 
• community service 
• citizen participation 
Core Concepts: 
• complex interdependence 
• diversity and pluralism 
• multiple perspectives 
• democratic participation 
• scarcity and distribution 
• equity and human rights 
• conflict and creative problem solving 
(Hudock, 1990, p. 7) 
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Finally, Hett (1993) categorized the literature in ttie field into the 
following eight "predominant themes" (p.30): 
• lessen ethnocentrism 
• foster identification with the human family 
• promote support of universal human rights 
• oppose prejudice and discrimination 
• develop skills for democratic pluralism 
• develop environmental awareness 
• understand the impact of economic systems 
• train educators (pp. 30-31) 
Each of these groups or individuals has added to the 
understanding of what characteristics should be found in a global 
education. The latest, and perhaps the most complete because of its 
succinctness, is the perspective found in the ASCD Global Education 
Framework (G. G. Anderson, 1994). It simply states: 
The realities of a globally interrelated and culturally diverse world 
of the 21st century require an education for ail students that will 
enable them to see themselves as 
HUMAN BEINGS 
whose home is 
PLANET EARTH 
who are citizens of 
A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
living in an increasingly 
INTERRELATED WORLD 
and who 
LEARN, CARE, THINK, CHOOSE, and ACT 
to celebrate life on this planet 
and 
to meet the global challenges confronting 
humankind (p. 5) 
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Perliaps Otero (1983) syntliesizes the goals best wiien lie says: 
Helping scliools improve will mean assisting the local school in 
responding to changes that have yet to occur. For global educators 
such a goal means a new definition of school improvement in that 
schools will understand the nature of change and utilize existing 
human resources to manage that change. Schools will come to 
know that improvement is not simply a matter of adding a new 
program or adopting a particular innovation. Rather, improvement 
is a process of becoming sensitive and responsive to the individual 
school's culture and condition, (p. 99) 
The Importance of Global Education 
"A global perspective is not any one view of the world, but the 
capacity to analyze and to understand the world from a variety of 
perspectives" (Porter, 1994, p. 23). America is part of an ever more 
interdependent global relationship with the other nations of the world. 
Rather t.ha.n just a new economic situation, the entire society and all 
parts of our culture are being affected. Tucker (1990) speaks about this 
pervasiveness when he states, "The idea that global education is for 
everyone involves an important corollary about innovative learning: 
individuals and societies must be prepared to act in concert in new 
situations, especially those created by the human mind and hand" 
(p.l 18). 
However, global education is most important for today's students 
who will fully live in an interdependent world. To globally educate 
students, schools must become very special places that truly prepare 
students for a future that adults can only partially comprehend. Thomas 
J. Sergiovanni (1996) speaks about how schools are different from 
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organizations and corporations, a fact often overlooked in American 
society. He states: 
Sctiools should be treated as special cases because they serve as 
transitional places for cMLdren. They stand between the subjective 
and protected environment of the family, and the objective and 
exposed environment of the outside world. Relationships between 
educators and students are characterized as being in loco parentis. 
As this role is played out, teachers and administrators are brought 
together into a collective practice that resembles a shared 
stewardship. Schools are responsible for more t.ha.n developing 
basic competence in students and passing on the culture of their 
society. They are also responsible for teaching habits of the mind 
and habits of the heart. Everything that happens in the 
schoolhouse has moral overtones that are virtually unmatched by 
other institutions in our society, (p.xii) 
In the call to action based on the ASCD framework, Anderson 
(1994) speaks about students who "...must learn about, care about, 
think about, choose, and act on the messages" they receive (p. 6). In 
doing so they will show that they are ready to be fully functioning 
citizens in the next millennium. What an awesome and exciting 
opportunity for them and for the educators who must teach them. 
The Principal's Leadership and Global Education 
Tomorrow's leaders will see things differently. Tomorrow will not 
be simply an extension of the past and the present. The 
exponential explosion of knowledge, technology, and other factors 
contributing to the rapids of change destroy any remaining hope 
and security that tomorrow will be a faster paced version of today. 
Tomorrow will not be pushed by the past; tomorrow will be pulled 
by the future. (Patterson, 1993, p. 38) 
Schools of today axe being pulled into the future. The world is 
growing ever more closely interconnected and the students of today 
must be prepared to understand this interconnectedness and to live in 
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it. To help them be prepared is the job of the schools, schools that must 
have strong leadership and a shared vision. Sergiovanni (1994) 
described that leadership when he wrote, "... the wit and will, principle 
and passion, time and talent, and purpose and power in a way that 
allows the group to increase the likelihood that shared goals will be 
accomplished" (p. 170). Manasse (1986) calls this ability vision. It will 
be the leaders who will provide the context, who will have the visions, 
and who will provide the skills to make the visions become realities 
(Boston, 1990). "Underlying each vision is a clear rationale for why 
things need to be different and some strategies for closing the gap 
between what exists and what might be" (Boston, 1990, p. 87). In most 
schools that leadership comes primarily from the principal. 
The Effective Principal-Leader 
In 1983, a seminar led by Phi Delta Kappa's Center on Evaluation, 
Development, Research(CEDR) had the following to say about the school 
principal: 
At different times a school principal must be a tough boss and a 
sympathetic colleague. He or she must be a financial whizz who 
can balance budgets, order supplies, and see that the bills get paid; 
manage a plant that houses hundreds-sometimes 
thousands—of people at work; negotiate skillfully and mediate 
crises. Occasionally the principal must be a police officer. But most 
of all, principals must make sure their students learn. The skills 
and traits needed for the job sound almost like a description of 
Wonder Woman or Superman. Yet many real-life principals are 
effective. They manage their schools well and produce top-scoring 
students, (p. 5) 
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In the last 50 years, the role of the principal has changed, often 
and sometimes dramatically (Sergiovanni, 1991). During this period 
principals have "been managers, then human relations specialists, and 
then instructional leaders. They next were asked to assume the role of 
visionary leaders and now are being asked to become cultural leaders 
(Rauhauser & McLennan, 1994). All of these changes were made in the 
belief that schools and administrators would be stronger for the 
transition, improved in some way. But with each change there have 
been impediments making the changes more difficult. Lambert (1998) 
cites the following obstacles familiar to many American high school 
principals: 
Traditionally, high schools contend with a number of elements that 
mitigate against systemic improvement. These mitigating elements 
include organizational structure, size, athletic programs, and the 
narrow professional preparation of high school teachers. The 
structure is compartmentalized and organized around a 
hierarchical authority arrangement. Large school size means that 
relationships are difficult to attend to. The demands of athletic 
programs drain attention and energy away from important issues 
of teaching and learning. Teachers are prepared to teach 
disciplines, not students, (p. 74) 
Patterson (1993) says that leadership is an "elusive concept" to 
most people (p. 2). It varies-in people, in organizations, and in time- 
and often people mistake bossing and managing for it. Bossing is largely 
a concept of the industrial organization and its primary authority comes 
from power and control. The process of managing seeks efficient 
"hfrnriling of people and resources but, while leaders may manage, that is 
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not the essence of leading (Patterson, 1993). In a comparative study of 
some world wide education systems, McAdams (1993) speaks of the 
disadvantage that managing causes for American administrators. 
In America, administrators are considered to be an entirely 
different class of professional than the classroom teacher. In the 
other countries...school principals are often considered to be the 
head teacher rather than as management or administrative 
personnel. The emphasis on the management side of sciiool 
administration in the United States encourages a greater 
professional distance between teachers and administrators than 
is found in other countries, (p. 51) 
Patterson (1993) asks then the rhetorical question, "If bossing is not 
leading, and if managing is not leading, then what are we talking about 
here? In the organization of tomorrow, leading is defined as the process 
of influencing others to achieve mutually agreed upon purposes for the 
organization" (p. 3). To influence others in the true sense of this 
leadership, the leader must possess admirable traits and be able to 
positively relate to people in a way that has all of them, leader and 
follower, working on mutual goals. The principal, then, who is a leader 
in this sense has a very difficult job. As Lambert (1998) says, "...the 
work is much more complex than we thought it was; it demands a more 
complicated set of skills and understandings than ever before" (p. 24). 
Patterson (1993) says that these skills and understandings are based on 
a secure foundation, what he calls "core values" (p. 39). With these core 
values in place, leaders-principals—can begin helping a school toward 
their mutual goals. 
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Vision. 
In a recent article about the spirituality of education, Palmer 
(1998) says that, "The most important step toward evoking the spirit in 
public education is to bring teachers together to talk not about 
cuiriculum, technique, budget, or politics, but about the deepest 
questions of our teaching lives" (p. 11). For many years, Americans 
have been looking for quick fix innovations that will magically cure 
what they perceive of as the ills of the schools. What Palmer is referring 
to is somewhat akin to what Patterson (1993) talks about when he 
states that, "Tomorrow's organizations will reject the event-driven 
philosophy and substitute a value-driven approach to creating a 
preferred future. The core organizational values become the pull to the 
future, leading the organization toward a vision of excitement and 
energy"(p. 39). More often than not, in schools that vision begins with 
an effective principal. For many years, studies have been conducted to 
see what factors distinguish the leadership provided by exemplary 
principals from others. No matter what the focus of the study, one item 
was found almost universally - a sense of vision provided by the 
educational leaders that provides a widely shared sense of purpose for 
the group. (Manasse, 1986; Bennis, 1990; Nanus, 1992). These leaders 
know what goal they want to reach and they are able to motivate the 
staff to work toward that goal. 
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Tteh avirrrfi, dh a.-pa-p-t^ristics. anii TrrItr 
If the leader's vision is the common bond in leadership studies, 
there are other factors which also are important. If, as McGaJl (1994) 
asserts, most schools have far too little leadership and far too much 
management, what other factors are needed to improve the leadership 
situation? Much of the research done on principal's effectiveness has 
centered on behaviors. The report of a subcommittee of the Delphi 
Analysis of the InstructionaUy Effective Principal, reported by Mann and 
Lawrence in 1983, is representative of such research. Strother (1983) 
summarized the list of behaviors found by this study: 
Principals in effective schools: 
• emphasize student achievement as the primary outcome of 
schooling, 
• emphasize student achievement in basic skills as the 
primary program outcome, 
• monitor and evaluate student progress, 
• communicate organizational goals clearly, 
• emphasize acquisition of basic skills as the central 
instructional goal of the school, 
• establish high standards of performance for students and 
teachers, 
• hold high expectations for student behavior and 
achievement, and 
• hold (and convey) high expectations for teachers' 
performance in the classroom (p. 14) 
In a Rimilap review of more than 75 research studies, but one which did 
not focus on academic achievement alone, Persell aoid Gookson (1982), 
identified nine recurrent behaviors that good principals display. These 
are: 
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1. Demonstrating a connmtment to academic goals 
2. Creating a climate of Mgh expectations 
3. Functioning as an instructional leader 
4. Being a forceful and dynamic leader 
5. Consulting effectively with, others 
6. Creating order and discipline 
7. Marshaling resources 
8. Using time well 
9. Evaluating results (p. 17) 
More recently, the focus on scliool leadership ha.R turned from what 
principals do to the broad area of restructuring and the principal's role 
in schools that are making major changes. Corbett (1990) says roles, 
relationships, and rules are involved in these systemic changes, changes 
that need to be made. He and others would argue that there is no need 
to improve what is already being done; rather, something different 
needs to be done (Corbett, 1990; Schlechty and Cole, 1991; Cuban, 
1988). The studies agree that to make these complex changes, leaders 
are necessary. Murphy (1991) calls leadership "the coin of the realm in 
virtually all reform reports" (p. 54). Lambert (1998) writes: 
Principals' leadership is crucial because they are uniquely situated 
to exercise some special skills of initiation, support, and vision in g. 
Among the more important tasks for the principal is to establish 
collegial relationships in an environment that may previously have 
fostered dependency relationships....Breaking through this 
"codependency" arrangement requires staff to develop adult-to- 
adult relationships with each other, (pp. 24-25) 
Citing the work of Newmann and Wehlage (1995, 1996), Lambert 
(1998) says that some consistent habits are found in leaders who have 
successfully restructured schools. Such phrases as "collective focus on 
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student learning,... expressing the norms and values defining the 
school's vision...initiated conversations,... create time for reflective 
inquiry...staff development...shared power" were used (p. 26). And, "In 
a critically important role, they were conflict managers and politicians 
in the best sense, often seeking waivers, resources, and policies to 
support the restructuring work" ( Lambert, 1998, p. 26). 
A fairly recent group of researchers would also suggest an altered 
perspective as being crucial to the restructuring. The term used to 
describe this altered perspective is transformational leadership. Reavis 
and Griffith (1992) see this leader as a developer of human talent 
rather than a director of tasks, a person committed to everyone in the 
organization and not just a few. There is also an element of high moral 
values in this type of leadership, what Sergiovanni (1991) describes as 
value-added leadership, leadership that enables people rather than 
manipulating them, leadership that is both ahead of the group pulling it 
forward and behind it pushing it toward a goal that they mutually share. 
Rauhauser and McLennan (1994) describe the role of this type of 
leader: 
• Understa.r>ri what causes success. The most successful 
principal is the principal who has the highest percentage of 
successful teachers. The most successful teacher is the 
teacher that has the highest percentage of successful 
students. A successful student has three attributes: high 
achievement, positive self esteem and zest for learning. A 
principal's role is to create a work force of learners. Today, 
leadership is the development of people, enabling them to 
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help all students learn, feel good about themselves and love 
to learn. 
• Be a visionary. Develop vision of what your school will look 
like when you have accomplished your school's mission. 
Know it, live it, and motivate others to move toward it. 
• floHent. a.r>(1 analyze data. Develop multi-year profiles of 
school data including test data, affective data, survey data, 
parent/community involvement data, and staff development 
data. Analyze these data to identify strengths and areas of 
concern that are consistent over time and establish 
processes to address them. 
• Keep others on the procesR of improvement. Recognize the 
worthiness of the staff's work. Verify, through the use of 
data profiles and monitoring reports, school improvement. 
Knock down barriers for the early adopters. 
• Tnmirft that goals are well written. Goals statements include 
who will do what and when they will do it. The statement 
describes attributes which are observable, measurable, 
attainable, and a challenge. Goals must include a rationale, 
expected outcomes, monitoring procedures and 
documentation procedures to use on completion. 
(pp. 53-54) 
SergLovanni (1996) takes the moral leadership role one step 
further when he says that, 
at the root of the principal's role responsibilities we find the roots 
of school leadership~a commitment to administer to the needs of 
the school as an institution by serving its purposes, by serving 
those who struggle to embody those purposes, and by acting as a 
guardian to protect the institutional integrity of the school (p. 88) 
He cites nine tasks that this kind of principal probably would perform: 
• P? 7 rpnxing-Yrringing together shared visions into a covenant 
that speaks compellingly to principals, teachers, parents, 
and students with a moral voice. 
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• Main taining harmojaj^-binldlng a consensual understanding 
of school purposes, of how the school should function, and 
of the moral connections between roles and responsibilities 
while respecting individual conscience and individual style 
differences. 
• InstitutionaJlzlng values—translating the school's covenant 
into a workable set of procedures and structures that 
facilitates the accomplishinent of school purposes, and that 
provides norm systems for directing and guiding behavior. 
• Mntivating-prnviding for the basic psychological needs of 
members on the one hand, and for the basic cultural needs 
of members to experience sensible and meaningful school 
lives on the other. 
• a^in^-ensuring the necessary day-to-day support 
(planning, organizing, agenda setting, mobilizing resources, 
providing procedures, record keeping, and so on) that keeps 
the school running effectively and efficiently. 
• Explaining--giving reasons for asking members to do certain 
things, and giving explanations that link what members are 
doing to the larger picture. 
• Enabl2iig-Tem.ovmg obstacles that prevent members from 
meeting their commitments on the one hand, and providing 
resources and support to help members to meet their 
commitments on the other. 
• Modeling-acoepaixg responsibility as head, follower of the 
school's covenant by modeling purposes and values in 
thought, word, and action. 
• Superyismg-'provl^ 1 n g the necessary oversight to ensure the 
school is meeting its commitments, and when it is not, to 
find out why, and to help everyone do something about it. 
(pp. 88-89) 
Seen from this vantage point, the principal is a caretaker, a steward of 
the school, one who ministers to and for the school. There is a pastoral, 
a religious tone to this type of leadership. 
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Let it be noted, however, that the entire area of reBtructuring and 
transformational leadership is not without its critics. They point to a 
lack of empirical evidence, or no evidence of need, or the scarcity of 
successful models concerning the value of restzHict^xring (Fullan, 1991; 
Gabbett, 1991; Hallinger and Edwards, 1992). While their concerns are 
important and valuable to the literature on leadership, they are not, 
however, the majority opinions. And perhaps the most critical source of 
all comes not from the researchers in academia but from one who went 
to sources outside the American system in order to derive a fresh 
perspective: 
The principalship in the United States is characterized by action 
rather than reflection. The principal is far more likely to be a 
manager t.ha.n a leader. Interpersonal skills, common sense, and 
courage are the major attributes of a successful principal. Few 
principals have either the time, ability, or inclination to provide 
the leadership necessary to produce substantive improvements in 
the educational program. The high school principalship, in 
particular, is a difficult job that must be performed under difficult 
circumstances. (McAdam, 1993, p. 56) 
Principals a.-nri Other Leaders 
Murphy (1988) once wrote that a leader's vision is "the grain of 
sand in the oyster, not the pearl" (p. 650). In the school, the principal 
is the one who implants the grain of sand but alone he or she cannot 
produce the pearl. The pearl comes as a result of change and change 
occurs over time and in a predictable way, not as a quick fix (Hall, 
Wallace, 5? Dossett, 1973). Leaders have influence with other people, 
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ottiers who are necessary if change is to occur. As Patterson (1993) 
says, 
The emphasis shifts away from the individual and toward the 
interaction patterns among individuals. Although leading may 
involve persuasion, it does not involve coercion or bossing. 
Moreover, the direction and amount of influence are determined 
not by a person's place on the organizational chart, hut by the 
expertise a person brings to the issue at hand (p. 3). 
It is easy to see that for change to occur there must be an effective 
school leader. But also critical to successful change is the quality of the 
teaching population. As Newmann and Wehlage (1997) state: "In 
schools with stronger professional communities, we found that 
principals and staff enhanced their resources by reinforcing a climate of 
support and respect for teacher's work and by pursuing a continuous 
cycle of innovation, feedback, and redesign in curriculum, instruction, 
and assessment." (p. 38). Put another way, "Leadership is effective 
when it unleashes the energ7 of those within the organization and 
facilitates this ability to achieve the objectives and goals that they can 
believe in and support" (Cunningham & Gresso, 1993, p. 27) 
In this context there are many potential leaders and many 
potential followers. And the roles change depending on the expertise 
needed, or as Sergiovanni (1990) says, 
the successful leader...is one who builds up the leadership of 
others and who strives to become a leader of leaders. The 
successful leader is also a good follower, one who is committed to 
ideas, values, andbehefs. When followership is estabhshed, 
bureaucratic authority and psychological authority are 
transcended by moral authority, (p. 27) 
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Ttie researcti consistently shows that schools are good only when 
their principals are good (Stover, 1990). That has not changed. But 
today's teachers are being encouraged by good principals to become 
leaders, too. These principals "... provide the context for people to create 
a compelling future" (Patterson, 1993, p. 39). Will this be an easy 
process? No, it will not. Perhaps Poplin (1992) stated it well when she 
said: 
Administrators concerned about growth are always in the midst of 
the fray, in the process of change with both feet. While our new 
role of administrator/servant places leaders at both the top and the 
bottom of the hierarchy, administrators of the future who can 
tolerate the ambiguity of the role will spark the change that can 
only happen inside institutions where everyone is growing. And we 
will no longer be ignoring the very people who can make a school 
great, or not-the teachers, (p. 11) 
Leaders in Global Education Schools 
What is the relationship of these changing leadership roles within 
a school that emphasizes global education? Is the principal in these 
schools also the crucial factor as in other situations? Here the research 
is much more limited. Stirling (1993), in her qualitative study of a 
limited number of elite schools in the Chicago area, focused specifically 
on the principal's role as it related to staff development for global 
education. She notes: "For principals to transfer their ideas into 
opportunities for teachers; for teachers, in turn, to transfer their ideas 
to students will require a major change in the concept of "teacher". The 
principals in t.hiR study who were making it possible for teachers to 
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educate themselves were in the schools where the most global education. 
is occurring" (p. 129). In her conclusion she notes that while most of 
the eighteen principals knew the term global education and spoke of 
their support, they viewed it in a local context. She states that "...global 
education that transcends national boundaries was a priority for only 
three of the principals" (p. 135). Urso (1990) speaks about the success 
of a global awareness education project sponsored by the Center for 
Human Interdependence at Chapman College in California during the 
period of 1985-89. She cites "...a significant contribution to the vitality 
with which teachers approached their work" (p. 107), but makes no 
mention of any leadership participation or even awareness. Tucker 
(1990), looking at school/university paj'tnerships, speaks about 
leadership playing a vital role in global education, but does not seem to 
be addressing the role of the principal specifically. Rather, Tucker seems 
to be using the more generic term implicit in the wider view of 
leadership earlier reviewed. 
The only author who specifically addresses the relationship of the 
principal and global education is Boston (1990). She speaks of the 
"...clear visions for their organizations and...skills to actualize those 
visions" (p. 87) found in effective school leaders. She speaks specifically 
of the role of the principal in global education and says: 
The principal ha.K the power to facilitate or block change efforts. 
The messages he sends formally and informally about what is 
important have profound effects on the school's culture, climate, 
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programs, and people. As Sergiovanni (1987) and. others Iiave 
pointed out, the ability of leaders to eonmnmicate their values and 
beliefs to others in a way that provides context and meaning is 
highly significant in the life of a school, (p. 88) 
How does a principal do t.hiR in schools that have effective 
programs of global education? Boston says the principal acts as an 
enabler, acting on beliefs and behaviors in the following ways: 
• Communicate the importance of a global education and 
articulate its rationale in ways that create shared meaning 
with others in the school. 
• Demonstrate trust in the ability of teachers to make 
professionally responsible decisions about curriculum and 
their own professional development. 
• Participate actively with the staff on matters of importance 
(e.g., setting goals for a global education program). 
• Organize school resources and structures so that they 
support and facilitate work toward agreed-on goals (e.g., use 
of faculty meeting time, discretionary budget, scheduling 
that allows for collaborative planning and peer coaching). 
• Identity outside resources that support work toward the 
school's goals and facilitate their use. 
• Provide information that increases the staff's ability to 
mediate and integrate the multiple demands on their time, 
attention, and resources, allowing continued focus on 
shared goals. 
• Encourage and facilitate the leadership of others. 
• Support a school culture that acknowledges the need for 
recognition, risk taking, and regular reflection, (p. 89) 
While it is important to know what a globally focused principal 
does to provide leadership, it is equally important to know what the 
leadership is like in a school that fails to support a global focus. Boston 
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(1990) provides such information as well: 
• Tiiey use a centralized leadership model with little formal 
involvement of teachers in goal setting and decision making. 
There is little evidence of shared goals. 
• They give verbal support for programs hut are not actively 
involved in ways that demonstrate to the faculty the 
importance of the program. 
• They do little to facilitate teacher's use of resources and 
time in working toward goals. 
• They are unable to clearly articulate a vision of a school 
with a global perspective and communicate its rationale. 
• They make little attempt to facilitate integration among 
various program elements and resources. 
• They focus on logistical management of programs rather 
than their design, content, and follow-up. 
• They give little attention to rewarding teachers and actively 
developing the school culture. 
• They are not perceived as learners who are interested in 
acquiring and integrating new knowledge into their own 
practice. 
• They do not reflect much on ongoing programs. 
• They depend on others-co-administrators, department 
heads, or teacher "volunteers"-to carry the global education 
program, (p. 90) 
If the lists show a relationship to the earher discussed research 
on restructuring and the studies on what makes schools effective, the 
author means that to be the case. Boston says that the principals of 
schools having strong global education programs often connect that 
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global educatLon program to their wider concept of what a good school 
is. They see direct relatioiiships between global education and the stills 
that they encourage in all faculty (and all student) interactions. As she 
states, "The collaborative nature of many global education projects helps 
establish and reinforce norms of professional interaction and sharing. 
The interdisciplinary nature of global education content can help unity 
traditionally fragmented departments, grade levels, and programs 
around a common purpose" (p. 92). 
Boston reiterates that much of what is occurring in the United 
States in the globalizing of American classrooms is coming from teacher 
leadership. And that teacher-leadership is an important factor, but not 
the main focus of this researcher's study. Teacher-leadership is, 
however, a part of the overall study of leadership and school culture. 
And Boston cites the need to expand the knowledge base of leadership 
and school culture when she says: 
• Principals must conmiunicate to others their strong belief in 
the importance of global education and support that 
assertion by providing resources and time for teachers to 
design, implement, and assess curriculum and teaching 
practice, as well as upgrade their own knowledge and skills. 
• Norms of the school culture must support change efforts, 
collegial interaction, and respect for teachers as 
professionals. 
• Teacher leaders must share a strong vision of global 
education with others in their school and direct their 
change efforts toward that vision. They must recognize their 
own accountability to the larger context of their school, 
district and community. 
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• Outside agencies supporting school change in global 
education must ensure that their efforts are built around a 
clear vision that is held by school leadership—principal and 
teachers. If such a vision does not exist, the agency should 
assist the school in developing and clarifying a vision before 
engaging in random program activities. The focus of an 
outside agency should always be on helping the school 
achieve the vision of its leadership. Initiative should clearly 
rest in the hands of those for whom the program must hold 
meaning if it is to succeed, (pp. 97-98) 
GlobaHy-minded People 
A significant emphasis has been placed on globalizing the 
American curriculum over the past 50 years. However, little attention 
has been paid to what a globally-minded person would look lite. In fact, 
Hett (1993) says that, "Global-mindedness is not a term generally found 
in the literature" (p. 9). Her research reviewed the following related 
terms and areas: " Worldmindedness, international understanding and 
internationalism; feminist scholarship; global perspectives curricula, 
international exchanges, and cross-cultural contact; the communal 
spirit as an answer to the individualistic ethic of American society; and 
finally, futurism" (p. 16) in order to develop the Global-mindedness 
Scale that is the basis of this researcher's study. 
It is not the intent of this study to rephcate Hett's research done 
with college students, but instead, to use her findings and to explore the 
relationships of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors, and later demographic 
information, with regard to a different group of people, specifically, high 
school principals. 
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Beliefs. Attituder anrl Rphavin-pR 
To explore the first area of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors, Hett 
interviewed adults whose personal and professional lives evidenced an 
understanding of global-nundedness. The eleven dimensions and 
associated characteristics that she identified as a result of these 
interviews are as follows: 
• Possess rterta.in Personal Attributes. Tend to be inquisitive, 
flexible, tolerant of ambiguity, and opemninded; seek 
opportunities for hearing "the other" and for learning about 
those different from themselves. 
• Beheve in the Unity of Hnmanitrv Have looked within and, 
in that self-reflection, have found their own connection to 
the larger world community; are aware of the common 
thread that links them to other people everywhere; and feel 
a sense of global belonging. 
• Are Cultural PluraliRtR Understand culture and how it 
influences worldview and behavior and, more than this, find 
great pleasure in the diversity and challenge that cross- 
cultural experiences have brought into their lives. 
• Oppose Prejudice. Reject all forms of prejudice, including 
ethnocentrism, chauvinism, and racial prejudice because 
they see beyond the superficialities of culture, color, 
religion, etc., to the essence of a shared human experience 
on earth. 
• Are Activists. Live their vision by acting; have a sense of 
empowerment; beheve in the importance of doing 
something, whether in one's own community or on a global 
level; possess a sense that they can make a difference. 
• F.-g-hihit. Wnyirnnmental Goncem. Are concerned for the well- 
being of the planet. 
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• Under Bta-nrl t.hp Tnt.RT'rion-nprit.fttlness of the Global 
nniriTTiunity Feel a sense of kinship and connectedness with 
the human family and see the benefits of this growing 
interconnection for their own culture or nation. 
• Have a Sense of Responsibility and Care. Are aware of 
having a role within an extended community; feel a sense of 
responsibility towards others in the global conLmunity. 
• Possess Additional Language Ability. Beheve that second 
language ability" is important in order to be able to make 
switches internally to other frames of reference or 
worldviews. 
• Seek to Learn. 
Are active seekers of information about the global arena 
through reading, meeting people from other countries, and 
taking classes which have an international focus. 
• Possess a Futurist Perspective. Have a long-term perspective 
and try to be cognizant of the ramifications of current 
events and behaviors, (pp. 144-146) 
The Relationship of Beliefs. Attitudes, and Behaviors to the Effective 
Principal 
Even a cursory reading of these global-mindedness characteristics 
quickly reveals several obvious points of similarity to strengths cited in 
the principal-leader literature. Certainly there seems to be a strong 
relationship between Boston's (1990) principal of a globally focused 
school, the principal who enables, and almost all of Hett's (1993) 
dimensions of global-mindedness. That comes as no surprise. However, 
these same dimensions seem to relate to much of the literature cited 
concerning effective principals in general. 
The personal attributes mentioned in the global-mindedness 
characteristics are also found in the work by Patterson (1993), Lambert 
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(1988), Newmann and Wehlage (1997), and especially Sergiovanni 
(1994). Palmer (1998) and Sergiovanni (1994) both, speai of a vision in 
effective principals that closely relates to Hett's belipf in unity of 
hnmanity. There certainly is a touch of cultural pluralist found in the 
writings about effective sclxool principals done by Rauhauser and 
McLennan (1994) and especially Sergiovanni (1991). These principals 
do indeed find pleasure in diversity and have an understanding of the 
larger culture beyond their school. The writings of ReavLs and Griffith 
(1992) and of Sergiovanni (1991) certainly imply an opposition to all 
forms of prejudice. These leaders are inclusive. The characteristic of 
activism certainly was discussed in the cited literature. Poplin's (1992) 
administrator in the middle of the fray, Palmer's (1998) visionary, 
Sergiovanni's (1996) principal who models, and Chmningham and 
Gresso's (1993) unleasbers of energy all address the topic. F.yhihiting 
frn yir on mental concern, while not specifically dealt with, certainly is 
akin to the stewardship that Sergiovanni (1996) mentions. The same 
can be said for the nnrip-rKtaxiriing oft.be 1 nteTT-onnpntednpsr of global 
p-ommnnitrv. The sense nf -ppRpnnsibilitv and care can be likened to wbat 
Palmer's (1998) vision and Patterson's (1993) core values are speaJang 
about. Additinna.! langnage ability is not addressed in the effective 
principal literature because it presently is not vital to that leadership. It 
may be one day soon, given the changing demographics of the nation. 
But it may be found to be a factor in the present study, when completed. 
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SftfiTcing to leam certairLly is a characteristic found in the literature, 
although it does not specifically address the global arena. Common 
sense does tell us however, that people who are life-long learners often 
want to learn all sorts of things. Their learning is not usually specific: 
They are voracious learners and want to learn in all areas. Finally, the 
possession of a futurist perspective is a factor addressed in the writings 
of Manasse (1983), Bennis (1990), and Nanus (1992). It would seem 
therefore that there is a close relationship between global-mindedness 
and the beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors also found in effective school 
principals. 
Demographics of Global-minrieri People 
While much of the research done in the area of global education 
has been done about K-12 students, some research has been done with 
college students and educators as the focus. Therefore, the research on 
demographic information is a bit more plentiful. 
The areas of interest for this study are those broad categories that 
are contained in the demographic portion of the researcher's 
instrument. They fall into the following groups: 
• Personal information 
• Family background 
• Language background 
• Travel background 
• Educational background 
• Global Associations 
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Two other areas contained, in ttie instrument vary slightly in the 
fact that they look at the respondent's school and programming and the 
opinion the respondent has about factors influencing a global program. 
These two parts are: 
• Global programming 
• Personal opinions 
Pfirsonal information. 
While there was limited information available, one study (Drake, 
1984) did suggest that age in college students did have some effect on 
the knowledge of and concern for people in the Third World. Age 20 was 
the point at which the differentiation occurred. However, Hett's (1993) 
findings with college students found no significant difference. Wolfer 
(1990), in his study of Arkansas teachers of varying ages also found no 
significant difference. 
The sex of the respondents proves more interesting. Hett (1993) 
cites a previous source (McHale and Ghoong, 1989) which talks about 
the "softer, caring approach...inherent in human nature, but...practiced 
in the main by women" (p. 26). Huston (1989) specifies that, "The time 
of either/or is past. Survival will necessitate adopting the feminist traits 
of collaboration, arbitration, solidarity and caring-the and/and" (p. 45). 
Hett further cites several writers from the feminist ideology whose 
philosophies speak to differences between men and women concerning 
many aspects of global-mindedness. Hett's study did find that women 
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scored significantly higher on the Global-mmdediiess Survey than did 
men. In Wolfer's (1990) study, however, the opposite was true. The 
male teachers were significantly more global-minded that the female 
teachers. 
With regard to college major, onJy Hett's (1993) study looked at 
that factor and she found no significant difference based on major areas 
of study. No study has been found to see if adult educators would be any 
different. And finally, no significant difference was found regarding 
ethnicity in Hett's (1993) study with college students, the only research 
found on the topic. 
Family ha-P-Tcffrrmnrl. 
Information concerning country of birth is not a topic of much 
research with regard to global-mindedness. Hett's (1993) study showed 
no significant relationship between the two factors. As for cultural 
heritage within the family home, no research has been found that 
addresses the issue. 
Lanffnage harVkgronnd. 
One would assume that foreign language fluency would have a 
strong relationship to global-mindedness. Hett (1993) cites an earlier 
study and says that, "The researchers were disappointed to find that 
there was no appreciable relationship between global knowledge and 
either foreign language proficiency or extent of formal or informal 
language study" (p. 32). Her own study bore this out, finding a 
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significant relationsliip only wiien those with, no ability in any foreign 
language were compared to those who were completely fluent in another 
language. Wolfer (1990) however, found that speaking another language 
was significant in global-inindedness scoring. 
Travel bacfrgronnri. 
Wheeler (1987), in looking at the experience of living abroad, cites 
as advantages, making participants more tolerant of other peoples, and 
more internationally participatory, both qualitites of global-mindedness. 
Wolfer (1990) "confirmed a relationship between world travel and 
public school teachers' global-mindedness" (p. 86). Tims and Miller 
(1986) also speak about the positive relationship between study abroad 
and attitudes about other countries. Hett's study showed significant 
differences in Global-mindedness scores for students with different 
amounts of international travel/study experience. The longer the 
experience, the higher the scores. 
Educational Tw-kflTonnri 
There is general support in the research that a positive 
relationship exists between global-mindedness and educational 
experiences (Barnes and Curlette, 1985). With college students 
however, Hett (1993) found no significant difference between the 
various majors, although she did find a significant correlation between 
the number of college courses dealing with global studies and the global- 
mindedness of the students. Wolfer (1990) found that staff development 
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courses wMcii focused, on global-mlndedness seemed, not to influence 
global-inlndedness scores. 
Global associattoriR. 
Wtieeler's (1987) study indicates that to have globally-minded 
educators, study/living abroad experiences are needed, because they 
result in educators who are more accepting of pluralism and are more 
tolerant. But this does not get to the real intent of this area of study. 
Hett (1993) however, addresses several areas of interest. Sbe cites 
earlier studies that indicate strong relationstiips between reading 
international news, and having contact with foreign students studying 
in America. Her own findings showed no relationship between global- 
mindedness scores and reading the international news, but did find a 
significant relationship between having friends from other cultures and 
the global-mindedness scores. 
Global progra-TnTninff pmri personal npininns 
Apparently no studies directly relating to the amount of global 
programming or global focus within schools lias been done. The 
personal opinions asked for in the instrument will yield their own 
information and suggest suitable conclusions. 
Rplatrinnahip of Demographics to Principal's Traits 
So far as this researctier has been able to ascertain, there have 
been no studies done concerning the principal and global education. 
There is no body of research with which to compare. And, as can be seen 
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from the studies sighted In this chapter, very little has been done 
concerning educators at all. While the researcher could suggest some 
suspected relationships, that is not the intent of fhiR review of 
literature. For now, any relationships will remain to be seen. 
The Influence of Other Factors on Global Education 
In 1989, the National Governors Association proposed a national 
renewal agenda that focused primarily on United States economics as it 
related to the world. However, they also saw the importance of 
education to accomplish their goals-a global education. They stated: 
We must make international education a priority in this 
country....Just how important is it to our country? As important 
as economic prosperity, national security, and world 
stability... .International education must be an integral part of the 
education of every student....Our task is...to develop a 
comprehensive statewide strategy for international education that 
reaches all agencies, all levels of education, and even into the 
private sector. Critical to our success will be involvement of a 
broad coalition-teachers, school administrators and board 
members, legislators, university presidents, college faculty, and the 
business community-in developing this comprehensive plan. 
(NGA as cited in Tucker, 1990, p. Ill) 
For all the reasons cited previously, global education has not 
become a mainstay in school curricula, just because it became a 
national priority. But it is gaining converts at the local schools where it 
has been tried. In fact Tucker (1990), referring to a statement made by 
Lee Anderson in 1979, says that he "...argued that global education...has 
been more like a grassroots, bottom up social movement...rather than a 
specific curriculum domain" (p. 112). And given the buffeting of the 
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ever changing political winds that constantly influence education, this is 
rather an expected situation. For global education is so 
interdisciplinary, so inclusive of everyone and every subject, that it is 
most successful when all facets of the community are involved (Tucker, 
1990; C. G. Anderson, 1990). Because global education is part of all 
subject areas, and requires a focus on the world outside of the school 
and the community, communities must share a common vision of the 
schools they want to prepare their students (Kniep &" Martm-Kniep, 
1995). Does this mean that Individual teachers could not globalize? No, 
it does not. But the sense of community experienced when others- 
teachers and community-are involved, increases the benefits for the 
teachers and students exponentially. Does this diminish the principal's 
vision? No. On the contrary: When the community shares the same 
vision, the rewards should be even greater. However, it is the principal's 
vision that is the closer point of support for the teacher who wishes to 
globalize. So if the research is correct, the principal should be the 
greater influence (Boston, 1990). 
Population of the School 
Change does not occur in a vacuum (Sergiovanni, 1994). Any 
change in a school affects all facets of the operation of the school and all 
the people in the school. This review of literature has already focused on 
the teachers and the students with regard to the need for globalization. 
But for students, there is an additional factor that needs to be 
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considered. whictL impacts both the school and them. That factor is the 
parent. In order to change schools, parents must he convinced that the 
many traditional beliefs they hold need to be altered for their child's 
sake (Deal, 1990). These traditional beliefs are part of what was earlier 
reviewed as the deep structure of schooling. Most people want their 
children educated for their future. But oftentimes they want education 
to look and feel like what it did when they were students. Globalized 
classrooms, however, are not lite what parents experienced. Therefore, 
parents who have been involved in any schooling discussions, who have 
had a chance to understand what globalization is about, are likely to be 
more supportive of changes, even if they themselves have had little or 
no global experience. And they can provide ideas and a needed positive 
connection to the larger community (Henderson, Marburger, & Ooms, 
1986). 
Compounding the challenge to involve parents in the globalization 
discussion are some of the social conditions that plague the United 
States. McAdams (1993) cites the following disturbing statistics: 
Several social conditions have conspired to create the conditions 
leading to childhood poverty. First among these has been the 
dramatic breakdown in the proportion of children living in stable 
families. Within the past thirty years, divorce rates have more than 
doubled, accompanied by a dramatic increase in single parent 
households, headed almost exclusively by women. The proportion 
of children bom to unwed mothers has also increased from 11 
percent in 1970 to 26 percent in 1988. In 1988, 58 percent of 
children in poverty lived in female-headed families. The proportion 
of children under the age of eighteen living with both parents 
declined from 85 percent in 1970 to 67 percent in 1989. Children 
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are increasingly likely to "be growing up in liome environments that 
do not provide the material and emotionaJ. support associated with 
good academic performance by children. 
(pp. 58-59) 
It will be critical that these children be provided the knowledge to allow 
them to fully understand and function successfully in their future 
world. It will be a challenge to involve their parents in the choices 
needed if the school is to provide that globalised curriculum for them. 
McAdams (1993) also talks about another problem that faces 
schools as they help parents and others understand the need to globalize 
education for students. He speaks of the lack of parental support for 
homework, the high percentage of students who work long hours, and 
the large amount of television programming that is viewed by children. 
He calls all of these "counterproductive to the development of attitudes 
and habits of mind conducive to work and learning" (p. 60). Convincing 
parents that our globalized world demands more of their children will 
not be an easy task, for globally focused schools and all other schools as 
well. However, as Newmarm and Wehlage (1997) note, the results can 
be worth any trouble caused: 
Parent involvement contributed most to a school when it reflected 
consensus between parents and staff over the school's mission. If 
there was general agreement about the school's mission, then 
parent involvement provided important help and reinforced 
collective responsibility for student success. Such consensus 
affirmed respect for the professionalism of the staff and promoted a 
strong effort on behalf of student learning, (p. 49) 
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firrm-mnnitre Influences 
Business and industry within communities often see the need for 
the globalization of education, although their perspective is usually 
because of the economic need, as illustrated in Odend'hal's (1998) 
statement: 
No one can deny that the world is becoming so interconnected that 
events on one side of the globe can have immediate effects on the 
other side. Our welfare is part of this interconnectedness whether 
we like it or not. Better to do business and interact with those of 
other cultures out of understanding and knowledge than ignorance 
and suspicion. (1998, p. 4) 
These same business people see that for this nation to be 
competitive in the global economy, the type of education needed 
demands a change (Hanson S? Liftin, 1991). Their input, however, is 
needed and can be very important to making globalization important. 
Most business people are well aware of the demands that globalization 
place upon their businesses. They are also aware of studies in business 
that suggest that "the consistent high performance of excellent 
companies is due in large part to their focus on people, not structure" 
(Chmningham & Gresso, 1993, p. 28). While business may want the 
efficiency of a production line instead of the individualness of the 
school's student/product, they do understand why a global focus will 
help prepare students for their future. 
The criticism of America's perceived superior attitude is stall a 
valid one, mostly stemming from business relationships. In spite of 
their dependency on the more globalized economy, many Americans 
expect those from other countries to speak English, but see no need for 
them to do likewise. And Joy (1987) points out that they do this in spite 
of rising trade deficits and the ever-increasing foreign competition in the 
American marketplace. They understand the economics but they often 
do not understand the cultural and personal implications. Having a 
business presence in school globalization discussions will help not just 
the school, but also will communicate some important lessons to 
businesses as well. Their support, because of their importance within a 
community, is quite important and beneficial. 
There are others in the community who exert pressure on schools 
in order to see that their specific cause is satisfied by the schools or that 
what the school does fits their limited view of what should be done 
(Cuban, 1990). That is not to imply that their causes are not worthwhile 
or unimportant. Many of them are. But all of them need to see that as 
important as their cause is to them, the school's need for support for 
partners with schools, not adversaries (Deal, 1990). 
Involving community groups as well as parents in discussions 
about global education is therefore important. It provides a way of 
gaining support from those wbo represent the community. But just as 
important may be the opportunity it affords to teach the adults of the 
is even more vital. Community members need to be active 
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community some of the important global lessons that they and their 
children need to know. 
Legal Entities 
This review of literature contains many references to federal 
programs, laws, and regulations, all intended to help increase the ability 
of America and Americans to function well in a globalized society. The 
literature points to the fact that globalization is best arrived at from the 
bottom up, one classroom at a time, rather than by national rules and 
regulations. 
State departments of education have also been involved, but more 
successfully. "Many...have supported the development and distribution 
of extensive units on the state's international links and activities" (G. G. 
Anderson, 1990, p. 128). The National Governors Association report 
referred to earlier, asked each state to act to increase its global 
programming and many have done so (Becker, 1990). Many states have 
in fact "passed resolutions, created positions, and appropriated money 
for global/international education" (Becker, 1990, p. 72). And all of this 
is important because it demonstrates: 
a shift in the 'deep structure' of schooling. State control of teacher 
training and certification, student testing, and curriculum content 
influences school practice. However, as many past state-initiated 
efforts have demonstrated, unless state leadership succeeds in 
mobilizing local efforts, these highly visible measures have limited 
influence. Enacting reforms is easier than improving school 
performance. The success of reform efforts ultimately depends on 
the improvements made at the school level.(Becker, 1990, p. 74) 
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Kniep and Martin-Knlep (1995) assert, however, that conmmnLties 
receive conflicting messages from both the state and national levels. 
Government says that the new goals, based on subject areas, are to 
make world-class students who meet world-class standards. 
They also encourage schools to get out of the box, to redesign 
themselves. Kniep and Martin-Kniep state however, that "the apparent 
message-'Create a new kind of school abound an improved version of 
the subject-centered curriculum now in place'-is incompatible with 
local systemic design efforts based on students' needs and is frustrating 
to the development of new curricular models" (p. 100). 
In spite of the conflicting messages, there are systems and schools 
which are globalized and which have the support of local boards of 
education. However, many do not have that support. McAdams (1993) 
says that, 
The local school boards in most localities show little enthusiasm 
for launching ambitious school improvement efforts. Such 
governing bodies concentrate on labor relations, personnel, school 
facility, and school funding issues. Public involvement in policy 
issues is typically restricted to tax increases, teacher strikes, and 
occasional controversial issues such as sex education, prayer at 
graduation, or drug abuse at the high school. There is virtually no 
constituency for school reform at the local level anywhere in the 
United States, (p. 61) 
Summary 
The global realities of today's world call for American education to 
provide all its students learning that is broader, more integrated and 
more comprehensive than ever before: a globally focused education. To 
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provide this will take teactiers wiio are well versed in the reasons for 
such an education and who can help students understand that they are 
part of an interdependent and interrelated world, that they must care 
for that world and for the diverse humans who inhabit it, and work with 
all humans to provide a quality environment for all. For teachers to be 
able to do this will call for leadership that supports and encourages 
global education, especially a globally-minded principal. 
This review of the literature looked at the historical roots of global 
education which came from the liberal tradition and also at the spirit of 
independence grounded in traditions which worked against the liberal 
belief of interdependence. This review also looked at the 
realism/idealism debate which occurred during the 20th century and still 
influences education discussions concerned with global education. A 
review of the concept of geopolitics covered the period from 1950 to the 
present and reviewed many of the federal laws, programs, and executive 
orders which shaped the global education program of the period, 
especially at the university level. 
In examining the literature to see what was occurring presently, 
four areas were covered: (1) The deep structure of schooling that makes 
educational behefs difficult to change because they are such deeply 
imbedded practices; (2) the challenges faced by universities as they seek 
to globalize their students; (3) the preservice teacher training programs 
which must train new teachers to teach from a global perspective and 
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must provide opportunitieB for their students to "broaden their own 
global experiences; and (4) the process of providing staff development 
experiences for teachers already in the field so that they may more 
effectively begin to teach from a global perspective. 
The review of literature next looked at the person who, findings 
would indicate, is crucial to the success of any school program-the 
principal. The sources all indicate that the effective principal has a 
vision for where the school is going and how it will get there. That 
vision is shared with all stakeholders and may even have been 
developed in concert with them. The review looked at several studies to 
ascertain the behaviors, characteristics, and tasks commonly found in 
principals who were effective, and also looked at how principals share 
leadership with others who share the vision. The study of the principal 
concluded by looking at the beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors of globally- 
minded people and compared these factors with the effective principal 
traits; and then by looking at those demographic areas to be tested by 
the study and comparing them with the effective principal traits. 
Finally, a review of other factors, besides the principal, which 
might, have some effect on the global focus of a school were reviewed. 
Specifically, the review covered the areas of 1) population of the school, 
including teachers and students, but also parents; 2) community 
influences such as business and industry and interest groups; and 
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3) legal entities such as the federal and state governments or boards of 
education, as well as the local hoard of education. 
America's students are part of an increasingly more interrelated 
world, a world full of global challenges. They must be given the basic 
knowledge and RlrillR that will equip them to survive and meet those 
challenges. They must also be helped to develop the caring qualities that 
will allow them to see themselves as fellow members of the human 
society, interconnected and interdependent as never before in history. 
Not to do so is to put them at a disadvantage in the immediate future 
and ultimately in peril. Today's students are a Uritc to the future, a 




To say that the world which will be inherited by today's students 
will be markedly different from the world of today is not to exaggerate. 
For as Anderson (1994) states, 
living in a world characterized by the increasing pluralism of 
localities operating within the context of global interdependence is 
a significantly different life experience from that of most adults on 
this planet. Our children will need new skills and attitudes to 
function productively in this different environment. They will 
need an understanding of and appreciation for the global nature 
of life in the future, (p. 3) 
In order to prepare these children for their future, educators who 
have experienced and understand the challenges presented by this 
larger, globalized world will be vital. And, while classroom teachers will 
be entrusted with the job of sharing this new knowledge with their 
students, principals will also have a vital role. Principals today are 
called upon to be the change agents, to provide the leadership and vision 
for instructional change within the school. (Duttweiler & Hord, 1987). 
The global-mindedness of the principal will be a critical factor in 
determining any global focus that is initiated or sustained within the 




Ttie intent of this ciiapter of the study was to consider the overall 
design of the study, with attention focused on the population that was 
involved, the instrument that was utilized, the method that was 
employed to collect the data, and. the way the data were analyzed. 
Specifically, the quantitative research presented, was that called ex-post- 
facto researcli since there was no manipulation of any variable. This 
type of research is widely used in the fields of social science and 
education and was certainly appropriate for this particular study. As 
SprinthaJl (1994) says, 
.... the researcher does not manipulate the independent variable. 
Rather, the independent variable is assigned. That is, the subjects 
are measured on some trait they already possess and then are 
assigned to categories on the basis of that trait. These trait 
differences (independent variable) are then compared with 
measures that the researclier takes on some other dimension 
(dependent variable), p. 247 
While this type of research does not yield information from which 
can be inferred a cause-and-effect relationship, looking at the 
correlational information that was gained from the data could give some 
basis for "... better than chance predictions" (Sprint."hall, 1994, 
p. 247). In this research, by gathering data concerning the principal's 
global-mindedness and comparing it to the demographic data provided, 
the researcher was able to draw conclusions germane to the subject of 
the research. 
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Quantitative researcii was not tiie only method to be used 
liowever. A portion of the researcii was qualitative in nature because of 
the more holistic dimension it added to the study in its entirety, that 
could not have been discovered by means of a quantitative instrument. 
Specifically, qualitative research allowed the researcher to see things in 
context. Context is what shapes behefs, attitudes, and the behavior of 
people and their experiences. As Sherman and Webb (1995) state, 
"...educational research today requires a more comprehensive 
perspective in which the considerations that qualitative researchers 
raise, and the questions about worth and intent posed by philosophy, 
are as much a part of the discussion as are measurement and analysis" 
(p. 11). Certainly the topic of this research is a complex area of study, 
one that demands a wide focus if it is to be fully understood. Thus, by 
nKing the focus provided by the area of qualitative research, a greater 
understanding of the many forces impacting the implementation of a 
global focus within schools would emerge. 
Research Questions 
The controlling question guiding the research was: Does the global 
-mindedness of the high school principal translate into greater global 
focus and programming within the school? 
The following subquestLons further defined the research: 
1. Do demographic characteristics of principals make any 
difference in their global-mindedness? 
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2. What background experiences of principals contribute most to 
the principal's global-mindedness? 
3. To what extent are the principal's behefs, attitudes, and 
behaviors associated with their global-mindedness? 
4. What other factors, as perceived by high school principals, are 
important to the implementation of a global focus within a high 
school? 
Instrumentation 
The Global-MIn(ied-nefir Scale 
The instrument used in this study was developed by Dr. E. Jane 
Hett in 1993 for her dissertation entitled The Development of an 
Instmrnent. to Measure Global-miririedneKB (See Appendix A). CaJled the 
Global-Mindedness Scale (GMS), it consists of 30 questions that focus on 
five factors: responsibility, cultural pluralism, efficacy, globalcentrism, 
and interconnectedness (See Table II for definitions). The development 
of this instrument drew from earlier work done in the field and is meant 
to ascertain the extent of global-mindedness of the subject. " The Global- 
Mindedness Scale is grounded in research from a variety of areas which 
identify attitudes, behefs, and behaviors associated with being global- 
minded" (Hett, 1993, p. 16). Hett began with interviews to ascertain 
what global-mindedness was. The phrases and words used often were 
grouped into various categories, reduced as the process continued, and 
further defined as a review of the literature proceeded. Finally, two 
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TABLE II 
Revised Theoretinal Ppfmitinn nf dlnhal-MiniiPfiriPRR anri Tt.Fi DimRTiRinnR 
A-] nha.l -miridftdn rrr is a world view in wMcli one sees oneself as 
connected to the world community and feels a sense of responsibility for 
its members. Tbis commitment is reflected in attitudes, beliefs, and 
behaviors. 
"Dime-nsions of Global-Mi-nfiedneRR 
Responsibility: A deep personal concern for people in all parts of the 
world which surfaces as a sense of moral responsibility to try and 
improve conditions in some way. 
Cultural Pluralism: An appreciation of the diversity of cultures in the 
world and a belief that all have something of value to offer. This is 
accompanied by taking pleasure in exploring and trying to understand 
other cultural frameworks. 
Efficacy: A belief that an individual's actions can make a difference and 
that involvement in national and international issues is important. 
Globalcentrism: Thinking in terms of what is good for the global 
community, not just what will benefit one's own country. A willingness 
to make judgements based on global, not ethnocentric, standards. 
Interconnectedness: An awareness and appreciation of the 
interrelatedness of all peoples sLnd hations which results in a sense of 
global belonging or kinship with the "human family." 
(Hett, 1993, p. 143) 
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persons thoroughly versed in the field of global education reviewed the 
survey to assure that what developed in the final product were 
"... categories of data which appeared to he both internally consistent 
and distinct from one another" (Hett, p. 88). The final version of the 
Global-Mindedness Survey with its 30 questions contains the following 
make-up: Responsibility - 7 items, Cultural pluralism - 8 items, 
Efficacy - 5 items, Globalcentrism - 5 items, and Interconnectedness - 5 
items (Hett, p. 112). While the instrument was used with college 
students in the original study, with the exception of one question 
regarding career choice in the future, all questions were useable and 
appropriate for adults. Changing the verb tense in the one question was 
all that was needed to have a totally useable instrument (See Appendix 
B). 
Validity and Reliability of the GMS 
Shavelson (1996) defines validity as, "... the extent to which the 
interpretation of the results of the study follows from the study itself 
and the extent to which the results may be generalized to other 
situations with other people" (p. 19). The Global-Mindedness Scale met 
the criteria generally estabhshed for the validity of such an instrument. 
The content validity for the GMS was .88, "...well above the suggested 
level of .80" (Hett, 1993, p. 94). 
The reliability for the Global-Mindedness Scale likewise exceeded 
the generally established levels for measurement. "The standardized 
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item alpha, or Cronbach's alptia for the overall tool is .90. Each of the 
five factors demonstrate acceptable levels of reliability, ranging from .65 
to .85" (Hett, 1993, p. 150) (See Table III). 
For the purposes of this study the 30 questions on the Global- 
mindedness Scale (GMS) were grouped into 3 categories - beliefs, 
attitudes, and behaviors - by using a panel of judges (See p. 18 for 
definitions of terms). The 19 judges came from the ranks of university 
professors (8) and school administrators (9) not directly involved in 
the research (See Appendix C). Each judge was asked to read each 
statement and to identity which category it best fell into - a behef, an 
attitude, or a behavior. They were asked to focus only on the category, 
and not on whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement. The 
results of their categorization were as follows: 
13 Behef statements - Questions 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 19, SO, 
21, 24, 28, 30 
13 Attitude statements - Questions 1, 2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 14, 18, 22, 
23, 25, 27, 29 
4 Behavior statements - Questions 6, 13, 15, 26 
By having the three categories identified, it was possible to compare the 
demographic characteristics of principals to their score on the GMS. 
Other JnRtmimentation 
In order to uncover factors that related significantly to the 
principal's global-mindedness score on the GMS, a principal's 
background survey sheet was used to collect the needed data (See 
Appendix B). Specifically, these background data of the school 
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TABLE III 
Reliability Analysis of the GlobaJ-MindfirtrtftRR flnate 
Sub scale Number Standardized Corrected 













TOTAL TOOL 30 
.80 .42 - .70 
.75 .37 - .57 
.72 .36 - .56 
.65 .57 - .62 
.70 .61 - .72 
.90 .36 - .72 
(Hett, 1993, p. 117) 
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principals fell into the following general categories: 
1. Family background 
2. Language background 
3. Travel Experience 
4. Educational Background 
5. Global association background 
Also included were questions asking personal information, and 
several questions that pertained to the programming and school focus. 
Finally, there were three questions asking for a written response and 
examples, and subjective ranking by principals in the following areas: 
1. Their perception of encouragement of global experiences for 
their staff and students. 
2. Other support factors for globalizing the school 
By including these questions, the principal was able to respond with 
examples not specifically cited in the survey. Of particular importance to 
the study was what other factors they perceived, beyond themselves, 




The population chosen for this study was high school principals of 
public schools within the state of Georgia (Georgia Department of 
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EducatiorL, 1997). Ttie reasons for this ctioice came from two different 
directions. First, "latest counts show tliat Georgia fras one of the fastest 
growing language minority populations in the nation" (Georgia 
Department of Education, 1996, p. 1.1). This is in part due to the fact 
that, 
The number of people migrating to Georgia from other countries — 
particularly Mexico and other Latin American countries- 
continues to grow. Last year, 10 percent of Georgia's total 
population growth was accounted for by international net 
migration, which is determined by subtracting the number of 
Georgia residents who migrate to foreign countries from the 
number of migrants from foreign countries who move to Georgia. 
Last year, Georgia's net gain from international migration was 
14,434—which was the tenth highest in the nation. (Jackson, 
1997, p.4) 
The number of school age K-12 students is impacting a sizable number 
of Georgia school systems (Georgia Department of Education, 1995). 
Many school systems find themselves with a vast array of nationalities 
within their student population. 
The May 1995 count of language minority students indicates that 
180 school systems, the Georgia School for the Deaf, and the 
Department of Children and Youth Services enrolled 30,680 
language minority (LM) students from over 90 different language 
backgrounds ....Of these language minority students, 12,726 were 
determined by their school systems to be of limited English 
proficiency (LEP); that is, their English language skills are not 
sufficient to permit their full classroom participation. (Georgia 
Department of Education, 1995, p. 4) 
The once fairly stable student population within the state is now a 
microcosm of the world's diversity. The second direction for the choice 
of high schools rather than any other level was that high schools have 
the greatest variety of possible in general for students and 
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"because high, school teachers, from whose ranks virtually all high school 
principals come, have less of a prescribed education department 
program of study than do elementary or middle school teachers, and 
therefore are likely to have a greater chance to have been educationally 
involved in the types of activities looked for by the demographic needs of 
the study. No special entity schools such as evening schools or 
alternative schools were included because of the very different 
programming needs of their students. Only schools which included some 
combination of grades 9-12 were used. 
Procedures 
In February 1999, all high school principals in the state of 
Georgia, except for three urban systems requiring prior approval, were 
sent the Bibhographic Background Survey and the Global- mindedness 
Scale (GMS), accompanied by a cover letter asking for their participation 
in the study and a self addressed stamped return envelope (See 
Appendix D). These principals were asked to return the completed 
Background Survey and the GMS within thirty (30) days. Particular 
attention was paid to making the instruments and the letter look 
professional and attractive, knowing that these were factors that "... 
have some positive effect on response rates" (Fowler, 1988, p. 54), as is 
likewise true of the instrument's ease of completion (Fowler). 
Two weeks later, a postcard was sent to those who had not yet 
responded, reminding them that the study was important and that a 
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high, rate of response was also important (See Appendix E). This was 
done because, as Fowler suggests, "... there is no question that the most 
important difference between good mail surveys and poor mail surveys 
is the extent to which, researchers make contact with 
nonrespondents"(p. 54). 
Finally, in late March., a second mail out of the Background 
Survey, the GMS, a reminder letter, and another self addressed stamped 
envelope were sent to those not having responded (See Appendix F). At 
this time, approval was received from two of the three urban systems 
and original mailings were sent to those schools. 
The use of mail procedures was based on the following advantages 
suggested by Fowler (1988): 
1. Relatively low cost. 
2. Can be accomplished with minimal staff and facilities. 
3. Provide access to widely dispersed samples that are difficult to 
reach by telephone or in person for other reasons. 
4. Respondents have time to give thoughtful answers, to look up 
records, or consult with others, (p. 71) 
Of most concern to the researcher was the third advantage. The 
size of the state of Georgia, and the wide dispersement of the nearly 300 
principals in the population was overwhelming. Even more difficult 
would have been the difficulty of reaching the principals by some other 
means. High School principals do not spend much time in their offices 
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or on telephones. Mail was a far better way to reach them and have 
them respond. 
The disadvantages of mail surveys cited by Fowler (1988) were 
minimized by the following factors: 
1. Well educated people tend to respond better than less educated 
people. 
S. Follow up procedures were in place. 
3. Accurate mailing addresses were available. 
Trfiatm ent of the Data 
The data generated by the study were coded and analyzed using a 
software package called Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 
(Norusis, 1997). First, measures of frequency and central tendency 
were determined for all questions on the Background Survey. These 
allowed the researcher to find any general trends in the data. The 
research questions required more in-depth statistical procedures. 
Subquestion # 1 - Do demographic cha.ra/fteriBtics of principa.lR 
make anv difference in their global-m inrierf-nprk? - was answered by 
performing a series of Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs). ANOVAs are "... 
designed to establish whether a significant (nonchance) difference 
exists among several sample means" ( Sprinthall, 1994, p. 487). In this 
research, ANOVAs were used to ascertain whether there was a 
difference in the GMS between the classifications of each of the 
demographic factors. 
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Subquestion #2 - Wtiat baok-ffmnnri experiences of principals 
contritiute most to the principal's glnhal-TnindptinpsR? - was answered by 
anaJyzing the data with the multiple regression method. The multiple 
regression technique allows a researcher to make u ...predictions of one 
variable given measures on two or more others" (Sprinthall, 1994, 
p. 493). The five background factors (family, language, travel, 
education, and global association) from the demographic information 
were used. The criterion variable was the Global-mindedness scores 
(GMS). The analysis showed how much of an impact each of the 
weighted background scores had on the global-mindedness score, or 
which background factor(s) most influences a high school principal's 
gLobal-mindedn ess. 
Subquestion #3 - Tn what, extent are the prinrripal's beliefs. 
attitudes- and hRhaviors associated with their global-rninrieririfiRK'? - 
called for analysis based on classifying the GMS into these three 
categories: Behefs, Attitude, and Behaviors. The categorization had 
already been performed by the panel of judges, using a four point scale. 
First, each question was tallied and then a composite score was 
computed for each category. By focusing on the questions and categories 
with the highest scores, viable conclusions were drawn regarding those 
behefs, attitudes, and behaviors most associated with the global- 
mindedness of principals. 
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Subquestion #4 - What other factors, as perceived hv "hig>i scliool 
principalR- are importent, to the impirttipntation of a global forms wifhin 
a hi^h school? - was more qualitative in nature. While some specific 
possible factors were listed, principals were called upon to consider not 
just their own role in global education, but those factors that might also 
be an influence in high schools with a global focus. Whether or not the 
principal him self/herself was particularly globaJly-minded did not 
necessarily color the answer to the question. Every community could 
have a variety of factors that might or might not influence the answer, 
just as each principal might have particular factors that he or she 
thinks would be important. The researcher analyzed the data by looking 
for patterns or similarities in the responses. 
The major research question - Does the fflnhal-m-inrlprl-ness of the 
high RfVhool principal translate into greater global formK a.nrl 
proffra.-mminff within t.he school? - was answered by using simple 
correlation statistics between the school focused programming 
information and the GMS. Specifically, correlations were calculated to 
show what relationship existed between global-mindedness and the 
number of programs and activities found in the school, between global- 
mindedness and the percent of teacher involvement in globally focused 
teaching, and between global-mindedness and the number of staff 
development activities that had been conducted. 
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Summary 
This study analyzed the global focus and programing found In the 
principal's high school and their relationship to the global-iinndedness 
of the principal. The global-mindedness of the principal was determined 
by means of an instrument called the Global-Mindedness Scale, 
developed in 1993 and designed to measure the extent of a subject's 
global-mindedness. It also analyzed the relationship of the demographics 
and the many backgrounds of the principals as determined by survey, 
with the global-mindedness of the principal. As a factor of these data, 
principals were asked to respond to whether or not they saw themselves 
as encouraging global experiences for their staff and students, and what 
other factors they thought were important in globalizing a school's 
programing. 
The study involved the entire population of high school principals 
within the state of Georgia (295 people). This population was chosen 
because of the sizable increase in international migration impacting the 
state's high schools, because of the variety of programing at the high 
school level, and the likelihood of high school principals having had 
more variety of experiences than would K-8 principals have had. 
The data were collected by means of a self-reported survey sent to 
all high school principals. Data were analyzed by the Statistical Package 
for Social Sciences (SPSS) in order to answer the research questions 
posed. 
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If today's students are to be fully prepared for the world in whicii 
they will live, it will take the involvement of all facets of society to 
provide the experiences they will need. That is especially true of those 
who provide their formal preparation, their administrators and teachers 
in this nation's schools. While teachers have the daily and direct 
contact, it is the principal's leadership and vision that provides the 
impetus and focus for those teachers. 
CHAPTER IV 
REPORT OF DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
Tiie intent of this researcli was to learn more about the global- 
mindedness of Georgia's high school principals and to learn if their 
global-mindedness translated into a greater global focus and programing 
within the principal's school. Also studied were demographics about the 
principals and the several factors influencing their backgrounds in 
order to see what relationship this information had to their global- 
Ttiindedness. 
High school principals were the focus because of the wider variety 
of experiences they were likely to have had, particularly those related to 
their pedagogical training, and because of the greater variety of 
programing possible at the high school level. All data collected were self- 
reported by the principals. 
Research Questions 
The controlling question upon which the research was based was 
as follows: Does the global-mindedness of the high school principal 
translate into greater global focus and programing within the school? 
Further defining the research were the following subquestions: 
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1. Do demograpMc cliaracteriBtics of principals make any 
difference in tiieir gLobai-mindedness? 
2. Wtiat background experiences of principals contribute most to 
the principal's global-mindedness? 
3. To what extent are the principal's beliefs, attitudes, and 
behaviors associated with their global-mindedaess? 
4. What other factors, as perceived by high school principals, are 
important to the implementation of a global focus within a high 
school? 
The analysis of data concerning respondents was based on the 
following information. A total of 295 surveys were sent out to "high 
schools representing every county in Georgia except one large 
metropolitan system where no permission to survey (required) was 
received (n= 18). One other metropolitan county (n=14) limited contact 
to specific schools, eliminating six more high schools. Permission to 
survey in this county and one other metropolitan county (n= 13) was 
late in coming and therefore limited somewhat the participation of those 
two counties. However, in both instances, participation was at an 
acceptable level. 
Since Georgia is divided into regional service areas (RESAs) and 
since most school systems participate in those RESAs, returns were 
categorized into 17 areas, 16 RESAs and 1 for non-RESA systems. 
Returns for each group were tallied and showed that of the 295 surveys 
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sent to principals, 189 or 64.1 percent responded. Tlie respondents 
represented all areas of the state, a variety of sized systems, and all 
geograpMc types - urban, suburban, and rural (See Table IV). Of the 189 
responses, 186 were usable. 
Because the findings and discussion for each Subquestion would 
lead to a more complete answer of the major research question, the 
SubquesfcLons were looked at first rather than the order that is more 
customary. This development of findings and the discussion of those 
findings lent themselves to a fuller understanding of the topic. 
Subquestion 1. Do demograp"hir. r.ha.racteristics of principals 
make any riiffp-rpnce in their gjobal-minrierineRS? 
FinriinffK 
G-ender. Age. Experience. Race and TRanhing Field Demographics. 
Analysis of the descriptive demographics revealed more information 
about the 186 respondent principals. The majority, 149 or 
80.1 percent, were male while 37 or 19.9 percent were female. The vast 
majority of the principals were between 45-54 (62.9 percent) and more 
than half (n=97) of all respondents had been high school principals for 
no more than five years. The racial composition of the respondents was 
86.0 percent Caucasian, 13.4 percent Black, and 0.5 percent Hispanic 
(See Table V). Prior teaching field can be found in Table VI. 
As part of the overall survey, each respondent completed 30 
questions called the Global-mindedness Survey. This series of statements 
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TABLE IV 
Survey Rfttnmfi from RESAs of Georgia 
RESA Descriptive Makeup of 







1 S/R and M/S 14 9 64.3 
2 S/R 10 7 70.0 
3 S/R and M/S 11 8 72.7 
4 S/R and M/S 21 17 80.9 
5 M/S 15 10 66.7 
6 S/R 11 9 81.8 
7 IVU and M/S 57 29 50.9 
8 L/'U and M/S 14 9 64.3 
9 S/R and M/S 11 8 72.7 
10 S/R and M/S 15 9 60.0 
11 S/R and M/S 24 15 62.5 
12 S/R 7 5 71.4 
13 S/R 8 6 75.0 
14 S/R and M/S 19 13 68.4 
15 S/R 14 14 100.0 
16 S/R 16 6 37.5 
17 L/U and M/S 28 15 53.6 
TOTAL 292** 186** 64.1 
* - S/R = SmaJJ/Rural systems are ttiose with less than 6,000 
students. 
- M/S = Medi\iin/Suhurban systems are those with between 6000 
and 10,000 students. 
- IVU = Large/Urban systems are those with more than 10,000 
students. 
** Does not include the 3 returns that were not usable. 
TABLE V 
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25 - 34 
35 - 44 
45 - 54 
55-64 
65 + 
Years as a high, sctiool principal 
I - 5 
6 - 10 
II - 15 


















































Teanh-ing Fields Prior to "Ftenrrminff Prnnnipa.! 
Frequency of Responses 
Teacinng Field N % 
Language Arts 18 9.7 
Mathematics 14 7.5 
Physical Education 23 12.4 
Social Studies 43 23.1 
Science 18 9.7 
Vocational Education 19 10.2 
Foreign Language 1 0.5 
Fine Arts 1 0.5 
Special Education 8 4.3 
Other 41 22.0 
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totaled for each respondent so that a Global-mindedness score (QMS) 
could he obtained. These GMS scores were then used to perform a series 
of ANOVAs to ascertain whether there was a difference in the GMS 
between the classifications (groups) for each of the five demographic 
factors - sex, age, years of experience, race, and prior teaching field. The 
results of these one-way ANOVAs are seen in Table VTI and indicate that 
the global-mindedness scores differed greatly at the .05 level of 
significance between the sexes (p = .017), and between races (p = .036). 
Differences were not significant for age (p =.115), years of experience 
(p_=.221), or for prior teaching field (p =.221). 
Discussion 
When looked at with regard to previous studies cited in the review 
of literature, these demographic statistics proved quite interesting. The 
AUOVA on sex showed a significant difference in global-mindedness 
between males and females in this study. However, here, we found that 
it was the male who was the more globally-minded. This finding did not 
concur with Hett's (1993), the author of the Global-Mindedness Survey, 
who found that female college students scored significantly higher on 
the Survey than did males. It did, however, agree with Wolfer's (1990) 
findings with teachers. 
The significance of race also contradicted Hett's (1993) findings 
among college students and indicated a need for further investigation. 
The current fmriingR indicated that Caucasians were more globally- 
TABLE VII 
Analyses of Variance of GMS by Demographin Data. 
Gender 
Sum of df Mean F P 
Squares Square 
Between Groups 898.586 1 898.586 5.835 .017 
Within Groups 28334.409 184 153.991 
Total 29232.995 185 
A£e 33333 
Sum of df Mean F P 
Sauares Square 
Between Groups 934.245 1 311.415 2.003 .115 
Within Groups 28298.750 182 155.488 
Total 29232.995 185 
Experience as Principal 
Sum of df Mean F P 
Squares Souare 
Between Groups 904.076 4 226.019 1.444 .221 
Within Grmips 28328.919 181 156.513 






































*p < .05 
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minded, tiian otlier races. It would seem reasonable to speculate on ttie 
infLuence of ttie age factor and the regional history of Hett's California 
student population of the 1990s and the adult southern educators in 
this research. The racial factors affecting the southern educators during 
their past 30 years were quite different from those of today's college 
population in any area of the United States, and especially in the South. 
No direct comparison could be made regarding age since few 
studies found in the literature dealt with the subject. Only Wolfer 
(1990) dealt with adult age and he also had no significant findings. 
Since no studies were found that dealt with administrators, the finding 
of no significance in the number of years experience stood alone. The 
finding did seem reasonable however. 
Finally, the finding of no significance of prior teaching fields was 
consistent with Hett's findings dealing with college students major areas 
of study. These results seemed to indicate that adult educators were no 
different from their subject matter counterparts among today's college 
students. 
Subquestion 2. What backgrnnnd experiences of principals 
contribute most to the principal's gjobal-mindRdneRRP 
FinriinfR 
Background information solicited from the high school principals 
was arranged into five categories: family background, language 
background, travel background, educational background, and global 
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association background. Each category was looked, at descriptively to 
begin with and provided interesting information about the participants. 
P'a.mily hankgrnn-nri 
All but one participant answered the question that asked where 
they were bom. Of the 185 who answered, 182 were bom in the United 
States, 97.8 percent. The vast majority of these principals (58.1 percent) 
grew up in rural communities (n= 108), with only 25 principals 
reporting that they grew up in urban areas (13.4 percent). When asked 
if there was some other culture that was important in their childhood 
family, 86.6 percent answered negatively (n=161). Of the 12.4 percent 
who answered affirmatively, there was a wide cultural diversity named 
(Irish, Ukranian, Native America, German, Polish, English, Greek, 
Italian, African, Turkish, Hispanic, Scottish), some by 3 and 4 people 
(See Table VIII). 
T.a.-nffiage backg^mmd 
Since acquisition of other languages is stressed so greatly today, 
principals were asked to answer four questions that dealt with this 
topic. Their answers provided interesting food for thought in what they 
said, and in what they didn't say. English was the first language of every 
respondent. However, 77.4 percent had studied another language 
(n= 144) to some degree. When asked how long they had studied that 
other language, more than half (51.6 percent) had studied for only the 
traditional 1-2 years. Only 36 respondents (19.4 percent) had studied 
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TABLE VIII 
DiStJlbutirrnfi nf Fa.Tn ily Banlr^rminflR 
Frequency of Responses 
Variables N % 
Co\mtry of Birth 
United States 182 97.8 
Other CoimtrieB 3 1.6 
T^pe of Community in which raised 
Urban 25 13.4 
Suburban 52 28.0 
Rural 108 58.1 
Other Cultural Heritage in Family 
Yes 23 12.4 
No 161 86.6 
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for tdiree or more years and 45 (24.2 percent) had never studied 
anottier language or liad less than one year of study. When asked how 
fluent they were in the other language, the vast majority said, "I don't 
remember much" (86, or 46.2 percent) or "I could survive, but barely" 
(37, or 19.9 percent). Only 18 people felt capable of any degree of 
fluency (See Table IX). 
Travel bankgrrmnri 
The next background area considered was travel. (See Table X). 
While the vast majority, 95.7 percent, had never studied abroad 
(n= 178), seven (3.8 percent) had studied in Mexico, Germany or the 
United Kingdom. Many more had done some traveling outside the 
United States however, including 46 (24.7 percent) who had made one 
or two week long trips, 22 (11.8 percent) who had made more extensive 
trips, and 23 (12.4 percent) who had actually lived abroad. Still 30.6 
percent (n=57) had only traveled within the United States. 
Education Background. 
Two questions comprised the education background. The 
questions specifically asked for courses in the principal's college career 
dealing with global issues or other countries. The vast majority 
indicated having either 1-2 courses (n=68) or 3-4 courses (49). As for 
their participation in globalizing activities in high school or college 72.6 
percent had not participated in any such activities (See Table XI). 
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TABLE IX 
DistalbutLons of T.a.-nffnafte BackgrmindR 
Variable Frequency of Responses 
N % 
First Language 
EnglistL 186 100.00 
Other 
Studied Anotlier Language 
Yes 144 77.4 
No 41 22.0 
Length of Study 
Never 34 18.3 
Less than one year 11 5.9 
l-2years 96 51.6 
3+ years 36 19.4 
no formal study 9 4.8 
Fluency In Other Language 
I don't know another language 45 24.2 
I don't remember much 86 46.2 
I could survive, but barely 37 19.9 
I could carry on a controlled conversation 15 8.1 
I could converse in normal situations 1 0.5 
I could study at a university comfortably 2 1.1 
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TABLE X 
Distributions of Travel BacfrgTonnris 
Frequency of Responses 
Variable N % 
Studied abroad 
Yes 7 3.8 
No 178 95.7 
Travel Experience 
Traveled only within the US 57 30.6 
Made only one or two weekend 
trips outside the US 38 20.4 
Made one or two trips outside 
the US for a week or two 46 24.7 
Traveled outside the US for 3-9 
weeks at least once or twice 22 11.8 
Lived in a community outside 
the US for more than 9 weeks 23 12.4 
Total length of time outside the US 
Never 63 33.9 
Less than one month 71 38.2 
1-6 months 21 11.3 
7-12 months 9 4.8 
1 year + 21 11.3 
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TABLE XI 
Distribution of Educaticm RantrffrnnnriR 
Frequency of Responses 
Variables N % 
Number of Courses 
None 7 9.1 
1-2 68 36.6 
3-4 49 26.3 
5-6 28 15.1 
7-8 8 4.3 
8+ 14 7.5 
Globalizing Activities 
None 135 72.6 
1 39 21.0 
2 9 4.8 
3 2 1.1 
4 1 0.5 
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Global Associations. 
Ttie final background area dealt with, present day activities and 
associations with, global ties. The first question asked for activities they 
had attended in the last year that focused in some way on another 
culture. Examples given were politicaJ speakers, dance or art 
performances from abroad, or foreign films. While 37.6 percent (n= 70) 
attended nothing of this kind, more than 60 percent did attend such 
activities on one or more occasion. Wlien asked how well informed they 
considered themselves to be about international news and events, 78 
percent considered themselves either reasonably informed or well 
informed (n= 145). The principals also reported their frequency of 
discussions about international politics. Wbile 29 (15.6 percent) 
reported almost never discussing sucb., more than one quarter 
of them (25.9 percent) reported discussions several times a week or 
nearly every day. Finally, nearly one third (32.8 percent) reported 
having at least two or three friends (not just acquaintances) who came 
from cultures other than their own (See Table XII). 
In order to answer SubquestLon 2 concerning these five 
background factors, the multiple regression analysis was used in 
identifying which factors were most important. The results, shown in 
Table XIII, indicated that while none of the factors were significant at 
the .05 level, two factors clearly were stronger than the other three. 
Most significant were the global associations reported by the principals 
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TABLE XII 
Distributions of Global Associa.tnnnK 
Frequency of Responses 
Variables N % 
Events attended from anotber culture 
None 70 37.6 
1 39 21.0 
2 44 23.7 
3 13 7.0 
4 20 10.7 
Informed about international news and events 
Very poorly informed 8 4.3 
Have some limited information 33 17.7 
Try to stay reasonably informed 117 62.9 
Stay well informed 28 15.1 
Talk about international politics with others 
Almost never 29 15.6 
From time to time 79 42.5 
About once a week 30 16.1 
Several times a week 44 23.7 
Nearly every day 4 2.2 
Friends from other cultures or countries 
None 46 24.7 
One or two acquaintances 72 38.7 
One friend 7 3.8 
Two or three friends 30 16.1 
More than three friends 31 16.7 
TABLE XIII 
Correlations Between Ba.nkffrrrn-nrifi nf Prl-nnipalK 
T Tn Rt^.n rl a.rrl i y.Rfi Standardized. 
Coefficients Coefficients 






























(p — .103). Ttie factor of educational courses and activities was nearly 
as strong (p = .132). 
Discussion 
By far the strongest contributing factors to the principals' global- 
mindedness were their present day associations - friends, activities, 
news gathering and discussions - followed closely by educational 
opportunities in Mgh school and college that exposed t.hem to course 
work emphasizing a more global focus. This seemed quite reasonable 
when looked at in light of the other factors available. The description of 
the average person's background was one who came from a rural 
setting, not having much diversity of culture around, who took only the 
mini mum amount of foreign language, usually in high school because 
few majored (or at least taught) in a field that required foreign language 
at the college level. The lack of courses and/or activities was probably a 
function of the times when the person was in school and not a real lack 
of interest. Since most of these principals were 45-54 years old, they 
were growing up in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The cold war of the 
times made many in the United States distrustful of the outside world, 
very isolationist. And if this was true of the United States in general, it 
certainly was true of the rural South where the majority of these 
principals were, in all likelihood, raised. 
The area of travel may also be a function of age. It would be 
reasonable to surmise that most of these principals were also parents 
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and might not tiave "been able to do the amount of far-ranging travel they 
would like to do. Given the high school principal's year-round 
contractual obligation, perhaps the principals were quite well traveled. 
The factor that overrode all others was the present amount of 
global associations. In spite of their lack of family diversity, their rural 
upbringmg and their limited foreign language and activity background, 
they presently were quite global in many ways, a factor seen in their 
global-mindedness survey results. 
Subquestion 5. To what extent are the principal's beliefs, 
attitudes, and behaviors associated with their glohRl-minrlprinpRKP 
FinriinffK 
This Subquestion was a bit more illusive to analyze because of the 
nature of the terms and what they imply. The panel which labeled these 
areas of the GMS instrument was not in agreement on many of the 
statements in spite of having concrete definitions to use. But to the 
extent that their categorizations were illustrative of statements of 
beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors the results of the principals' surveys 
proved interesting. The rater panel labeled 13 statements as beliefs, 13 
statements as attitudes, and four as behaviors. The instrument placed a 
value of 0 on any unsure statement and so all other statements had a 
value placed on them by the respondents: 1 = strongly disagree, 
2 = disagree, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree. The higher the score, the 
more globally-minded the respondent reported him sell/herself. Seen 
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from the perspective of the mean score for each person on each question 
(2.5), then a mean score for a person on the entire instrument would he 
75 - an overall neutral score, not agreeing or disagreeing. The average 
score for each of the respondents however, was 83, on the more 
globally-minded side: Behefs = 35.4, Attitudes = 35.3, and Behaviors = 
12.3 (See Table XIV). 
Discussion 
While the figures in Table XIV showed a mildly globaUy-minded 
principal, they imphed much more. When looked at closely, they showed 
principals whose behefs and attitudes indicated a minor degree of global- 
mindedness but whose behaviors were indicative of an even greater 
degree of global-mindedness. These were people whose actions were 
more global than their behefs and attitudes. While it is impossible to 
know what motivated these actions, it would be reasonable to surmise 
that their behefs and attitudes represented long held positions that were 
being tested and revisited in light of the more global reality of today's 
society, and that the actions taken on today's reality would in time 
change those deeply imbedded behefs and attitudes to an even stronger 
position of global-mindedness. 
Subquestion 4: Wha.t, nt.her factors, as perceived by bifh Rf.hnnl 
principals, a.rp imprvptemt. tn the imnlementation of a global focus within 
a. hiffh school? 
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TABLE XIV 
fVnTnma.ry of PripgipalR' "Reliefs. AttitrndRR. a.Tiri 'RphavinrR 
Possible Values per Person 
Variables Sum. Total Max. Min. Mean Mean 
Avg. Per 
Participajit 
Beliefs 6586.00 506.62 52 13 32.5 35.4 
Attitudes 6562.00 504.77 52 13 32.5 35.3 
Behaviors 2289.00 572.25 16 4 10.0 12.3 
TOTALS 120 30 75.0 83.0 
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FindinpR 
To answer this, two questions were posed to tiie principals on the 
survey. The first, "What factors would most determine whether a school 
is to have a global focus?", asked that they check all that they thought 
would have a major impact. While a few people checked only one or two 
factors, most checked several and some checked all and wrote in others. 
The factors listed and the tally for each are included in Table XV. 
Teachers who want to teach from a global perspective were judged as 
having the most impact (n= 137), followed by a school district's 
emphasis on globalization (n= 131) and having a principal supportive of 
globalized teaching (n= 125). All other factors were far less often 
mentioned. This was especially true of the factor citing federal or state 
emphasis on globalizing the curriculum. 
The second question asked the principals to use the same list of 
factors and to rank them as they judged the importance of the factor's 
impact (See Table XV). The researcher was particularly interested in 
how the principals would rank their own position in this listing. Of the 
175 who did the ranking, more than half (55 percent) ranked the 
principal in the top 3 factors. Specifically, 29 rated the principal as most 
important and 46 rated the principal second. When they ranked 
themselves as second, the majority of the time they rated teachers first. 
Interestingly, at the other end of the spectrum, 17 principals did not 
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TABLE XV 
Factors hv PrinrripalR as Dptepminin^ whettier a Sohool 
Will Have a Glottal Focus 
Factors Frequency 
Sctiool district empliasis on globalization 131 
Parental desire for globalization 113 
Industry that encourages a global focus 94 
Student requests for a global focus 97 
A principal supportive of globalized teaching 125 
Federal or state empliasis on globalizing 
the curriculum 73 
Teachers who want to teach from a global 
perspective 137 
Others named: Money, culturally diverse community, 
where the test and money support it, 
funding, programs of study 
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place the principal into the ranMngB at all and 36 placed them in the 
"bottom of the ranking. 
Discussion 
While the finding on the first question validated most of the global 
education literature, in this day of federal and state standards initiatives 
and mandates it was a hit noticeable for its lack of support. However, 
since principals are the people who most often have to implement new 
standards and mandates, it was not unexpected. 
Ab for the rankings, two things seemed evident. The majority of 
principals saw themselves as a crucial element in the process of 
globalizing a school's teaching focus and programming. Their belief is 
consistent with the effective schools' research concerning the principal's 
indispensable role in successful schools. But there were many principals 
still with us who did not see themselves as important forces in the focus 
and programming of their schools. 
The researcher chose to conclude with the main research question 
because its findings could be more fully understood when the 
SubquestLon findings were already known. The research question was: 
Does the glnha.l-Tnin(iR(iness of the hiffb school principal 
tvpaxiRlate into greater global focus and pro^ra.m-ming within 
the school? 
'PinriinffK 
To answer thlB questioii a series of correlatiorLS were performed. 
indiviclually and tiien all were dealt with, as a group. Specifically, 
Pearson's correlation was used to examine the correlation between ttie 
principal's global-mindedness score and eacli of the school's 
The first question listed a group of activitieB which provides 
students with a globalized focus. There were nine specific examples 
given and the opportunity to write in others. Principals checked those 
opportunities and /or activities provided at their school. Of the 186 
respondents, 8 provided no information or offered no programs. But a 
wealth of information came from those who did respond. (See Table 
XVI). Some 152 (81.7 percent) had foreign language clubs for students, 
not surprising to note. But many statistics were worthy of note. For 
example, 138 schools had exchange students attending them, and many 
took groups of students to other countries on trips (105) or on group 
exchanges (27). Looking at Table XVII it can be seen that for many 
schools there was a good availability of international opportunities 
offered. The most common group of opportunities seemed to be foreign 
language clubs, trips to other countries, and exchange students. But 
many schools provided much more. The mean score from number of 




cnohallv Focused Activities in the High. School 
Number of Activities Frequency % 
Offered for Students 
None 8 4.3 
1 14 7.5 
2 39 21.0 
3 37 19.9 
4 33 17.7 
5 25 13.4 
6 11 5.9 
7 12 6.5 
8 3 1.6 
9 3 1.6 
10 1 0.5 
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TABLE XVII 
Types of Activities Offered to Students 
Activity Frequency 
International Baccalaureate 8 
EngUsti for Speakers of Other Languages 88 
Model United Nations 62 
Foreign Language Clubs 152 
International Relations Clubs 15 
Group trips to other countries 105 
Group exchanges from other countries 55 
Exchange students attending school 138 
Group student exchanges to other countries 27 
None 7 
Other Activities : Model Arab League, Exchange teachers, 
Achievers Intl., Import/Export Business, Japanese citizen employed in 
school, Intercultural Club, Amnesty Intl., Cultural Issue Club, Tnt.'l. 
Roundtable, Free Tibet Club, Rotary Exchange Student 





GMS Pearson Correlation 1.000 -.016 
Sig. (2-tailed) .823 
N 186 186 
Student Pearson Correlation -.016 1.000 
Activities Sig. (2-tailed) .825 
N 186 186 
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performed., no significance was found in tHe relataonslnp of global- 
mindedness and number of activities offered (p = .823). It would appear 
then that activities for students were not dependent upon or associated 
with whether the principal was gLobaHy-minded. 
The next question in this area was concerned with the number of staff 
development activities held in the past two years which encouraged 
teaching from a global perspective. (See Table XVIII). The mean score 
on this question would indicate that the average school had offered one 
such activity. Looking at the correlation of Staff Development Activities 
and Global-mindedness result of the analysis yielded a significance of 
.246, which was not significant at the .05 level (See Table XVTII). Again, 
the principal's global-mindedness did not affect the staff development 
availability. 
Principals were next asked to estimate the percent of the teachers 
in the school who emphasized a global or worldwide perspective in their 
teaching. Again, these were self-reported data, but nevertheless were 
important. The mean score (2.91) indicated that approximately 10-15 
percent of the average faculty was teaching from a global perspective. 
When correlated with the global-mindedness score of the principal, a 
significance of .044 was found, a significant relationship. (See Table 
XIX). 
The final question simply asked if the principal encouraged global 
experiences for the staff and students. Some 110, or 59.1 percent they 
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TABLE XVIII 
Globally Foaused Staff Development Courses Offered to Teacliers 
Number of Courses Offered Frequency % 
None 88 47.3 
1 or 2 74 39.8 
3 or 4 15 8.1 
5 or more 5 2.7 
Correlation Between QMS and Staff Development Activities 
Variables QMS Staff Development 
Activities 
r r  
GMS Pearson Correlation 1.000 .086 
Sig. (2-tailed) .246 
N 186 186 
Staff Dev- Pearson Correlation .086 1.000 
elopment Sig. (2-tailed) .246 
Activities N 186 186 
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TABLE XIX 
Global Focused Tfia-rVhing Within TTiffh Rcliools 
Percentage of Teachers 
Teaching Globally Frequency % 
None 3 1.6 
1-10% 66 35.5 
11-25% 74 39.8 
26-50% 31 16.7 
51-75% 11 5.9 
76-100% 1 0.5 
Correlation Between GMS and Globally Focniserl Tpar.hing 
Variables GMS Globally Focused 
Teaching 
r r  
GMS Peetrson Correlation 1.000 .148* 
Sig. (2-tailed) .044 




Pearson Correlation . 148* 





encouraged, global experiences were not necessarily those wlio answered 
yes ajad. 72, or 38.7 percent said no. Wlien correlated with the global- 
mindedness score, the results were significant at .001, but the 
relationship was slightly negative. In other words, those who thought 
scored higher on the global-mindedness survey. The correlation was 
-.239, low, but showing a definite relationship.(See Table XX). 
When these questions were considered in totality there was no 
correlation. Taken as a whole, no significance emerged, (p = .840) (See 
Table XXI). 
Discussion 
While the total group of questions showed no significance, that 
did not diminish the significance that did emerge. While no cause and 
effect relationship could be drawn from these findings, as cited earlier 
by SprinthaH (1994), it gave some basis for "better than chance 
prediction" (p. 247). There would seem to be a better than likely chance 
then that the more globally-minded the principal, the greater the 
percentage of faculty who taught with a global focus. However, the same 
principal, it would seem, was less likely to encourage global experiences 
for staff and students. While at first that would seem to be quite 
contradictory, perhaps it is not. Many of the principals were relatively 
new to administration and might be in high schools with an established 
list of prograrrmiing activities for students. Principals, whether global- 
minded or not, tend to support the activities within their school. The 
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TABLE XX 
Prinrripal's Encouragemeilt Of Global Teaching' a.-nd 







Correlation Between GMS a.nri (Tlnha.1 Tpftr.hinff a.nii Prnfyra-m-mir^ff 
Variable GMS Global Teaching 
And 
r r 



















Correlatioii Between CtMR and All Factors 
Variables GMS 
GMS Pearson Correlation 1.000 .015 
Sig. (S-tailed) .840 












responses would suggest that many thought of themselves as supportive 
even though they were not as globaHy-mlnded as many others. The 
fin dings suggest that if a globally focused principal supported globally 
focused teaching, then more of it would occur. These principals could 
have an immediate impact on teaching . And even their less globally- 
minded peers apparently had an impact on the opportunities for global 
experiences. 
Summary 
The data gathered and analyzed in this chapter were studied to 
determine whether the principal's global-mlndedness translated into 
greater programming and global focus within the school. Further, it 
sought a better understanding of the relationship of the demographics 
and the backgrounds of the principal to the global-mindedness of that 
administrator. It also looked at the beliefs, attitudes and behaviors of 
the principal to see how they related to the global-mindedness of that 
person. It finally looked at what other factors might influence whether a 
school had a global focus and programming available to its students. 
The findings indicated that males were more globally-minded than 
females, and that racially, Caucasians were more globally-minded than 
were other races. There was no significant difference in global- 
mindedness by age, years of experience, and previous teaching fields. 
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In analyzing the various backgrounds of tiiese principals, tdie 
strongest relationship to global-mindedness was that of present-day 
associations, and educational backgrounds. While statistically not 
significant, these two areas showed much stronger relationships with 
global-mindedness than did the backgrounds of family, travel, and 
language. 
Looking at the relationship of the principal's beliefs, attitudes, and 
behaviors to global-mindedness, the survey showed that t.hp average 
principal was moderately global-minded, but that actions that indicated 
global-mindedness were stronger than the beliefs and attitudes held by 
the person. 
Two other factors cited by principals as having a great influence 
on a school's global focus were (1) teachers who wanted to teach from a 
global perspective and (2) the school district's emphasis on such a 
global focus. However, principals saw themselves as playing a crucial 
role in supporting globally focused teaching. When asked to rate the 
factors, they rated themselves as most important or second most 
important, second only to teachers who wanted to teach from a global 
perspective. 
The overall question guiding the study focused on whether the 
global-mindedness of the principal translated into a more globalized 
teaching focus and more globalized programming. The findings 
indicated that there was no correlation between global-mindedness and 
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student activities programming or between staff development activities. 
Ttiere was, however, a significant relationsliip between globaJ- 
mindedness and the percentage of teachers teaching from a global focus. 
Finally, there was a low but definite negative relationship between the 
principal's global-mindedness and whether the person considered 
himself or herself to be supportive of such a focus and programming. 
The relationship of principal and global education is one that has 
received almost no attention. Perhaps these findings will provide a basis 
from which further studies can begin. They certainly provide food for 
thought on the subject. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Summary 
American society is more global and more interdependent than 
ever before and growing more so with a rapidity never before 
experienced. Tiie world that today's students will niherit will be vastly 
different from what fhiR nation's adults have known. It was the intent of 
this research to focus on the high school in order to look at the 
globalization process from a different vantage point from that found in 
any of the previous global education literature. Previous research had 
often focused on students at both the K-1S level and the university level, 
often to ascertain the degree of student global-mindedness. Some studies 
have focused on teachers, their university programs of study in 
preservice training, their global-mindedness, their attitudes, or their 
staff development needs. But none found by this researcher focused on 
the administrator. This study was undertaken in order to add this vital 
link into the literature of global education. Specifically, the focus was on 
the high school principal, to learn if their global-mindedness translated 
into a greater global focus and programing within that principal's 
school. 
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The study was done in the state of Georgia. Ttie participants were 
sctiool principals in ttie state wtio administered in a traditional 
sctiool setting. No special entity facility administrators were included 
because of ttie non-traditional programing in those facilities. Georgia's 
rapid globalization as a state made it a good setting for the research. 
A self-reporting survey was sent to administrators which included 
questions regarding their backgrounds and their school's programing, 
as well as an instrument to measure their global-mindedness. The 
survey was designed to help answer the following controlling question: 
Does the global-mindedness of the high school principaJ translate into 
greater global focus and programing within the school? Subquestions 
addressed were as follows: 
1. Do demographic characteristics of principals make any 
difference in their global-mindedness? 
2. What background experiences of principals contribute most to 
the principal's global-mindedness? 
3. To what extent are the principal's behefs, attitudes, and 
behaviors associated with their global-mindedness? 
4. What other factors, as perceived by high school prracipals, are 
important to the implementation of a global focus within a 
high school? 
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Tlie survey was sent to 295 principals from wiLom 189 responses 
were received (64.1%). Ttie analysis of quantitative data was done using 
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. The statistical procedures 
used for calculation included frequencies, means, correlations, multiple 
regression, and ANOVAb. Some questions were qualitative in nature and 
demanded the researcher's analytic thoughts. 
Discussion of Research Findings 
This discussion will be ordered as the data were presented in 
Chapter IV, with the discussion of the Suhquestion findings preceding 
the discussion of the controlling question, and relating all discussion to 
the original literature found in Chapter II. 
Subauestion 1. Do demogr-Rphin characteristics of prinnipalK 
mRkp a.nv riifffrrfynnR in their gloha.l-Tnir»fiedneRR? 
Discussion 
The demographic characteristics analyzed were gender, age, 
experience as a high school principal, race, and previous teaching field. 
Gender. As with previous studies cited (Hett, 1993; Wolfer, 1990), 
gender did make a difference in global-mindedness. But Tinlike Hett, 
whose results with college students found females to be more globally- 
minded, this study found, like Wolfer (1990), that the males were more 
globally minded. Since Hett's study was done with college students and 
Wolfer's and the current study involved adults educators, perhaps there 
is a need for farther analysis on more adult educators. 
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Age. The factor of age did not appear to be significant in fhiR study 
as was also the case in most studies cited in the review of literature, 
whether involving college students (Hett, 1993) or adults (Wolfer, 
1990). Only Drake (1984) found a difference hut that difference stopped 
at age 20. This would suggest that our beliefs and attitudes are set early 
in life and while they can change, that change occurs slowly through 
time and experiences, and not often dramatically nor quickly. 
Experience. No previous study had been done regarding the high 
school principal or the years of experience in that position. The finding 
of no significance with regard to global-mindedness is not surprising, 
however. 
Race. No previous study addressed the area of race as a factor. 
This study stands alone in that regard. It found that race did make a 
difference. Since all but one respondent was either Caucasian or Black, 
the comparison was between these two groups. In this study, Caucasians 
were more likely to be more globally-minded. However, given the fact 
that the average respondent was 45-54 years old and probably 
experienced the significant differences that growing up in the south of 
30-40 years ago offered, this perhaps comes as no real surprise. As a 
younger group of administrators takes its place, it will be interesting to 
see if race continues to be a significant difference. 
Previous teaching field. The limited previous research (Hett, 
1993) regarding college majors making no difference in global- 
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mindedness mirrors the current finding that previous teaching field of 
high school administrators makes no significant difference. 
Subquestion 3. What "ba^^rmind pyppriences nf principa.lR 
contribute most to the prinnipal's gIoba1-mi-n(iF>(l-nF>RR? 
Discussion 
The background experiences on which this study focused were 
family, language, travel, education, and global associations. Analysis of 
the data showed that present day global associations and the educational 
backgrounds were the two most Influential factors of the group. 
Global associations. The global association finding of a strong 
relationship between a principal's global-mindedness and the amount of 
the person's associations with people and happenings of a global nature 
concurs with Hett's (1993) findings that having friends from other 
cultures significantly relates to global-mindedness. 
Educational background. As for educational experiences, the 
finding here of the relationship between the principal's global- 
mindedness and the number of courses emphasizing the global supports 
Barnes and Curlette's (1985) assertion that educational experiences and 
global-mindedness are positively related but like Hett (1993), the 
correlation was not significant statistically. 
Fa-milv hanlrffrnnnri There was no previous research done 
regarding family background except for country of birth. Since the 
incidence of that in this study was so slight, it is impossible to place any 
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impact on the lack of significance. It would be interesting to see what 
impact this would have in other areas of the country where there are 
more foreign born principals and families with greater cultural diversity 
in backgrounds than has traditionally been true in the south. 
Language hanfcgrmmri As for language background, only Wolfer 
(1990) found a significant relationship of it to global-mindedness. Hett 
(1993) found no significant relationship except comparing language 
extremes, a disappointing finding borne out in the present study. As 
stated in Chapter IV, this might be a function of the times in which 
these principals grew up and the lacking language requirements of those 
times. 
Travel. As for travel, that too may be a function of those times. 
Unlike most previous studies (Wheeler, 1987; Wolfer, 1990; Tims and 
Miller, 1986; Hett, 1993), this study showed no significant relationship 
between travel and global-mindedness. However, most respondents had 
no extensive travel experiences outside the US. Those who did were 
positive about the experience. Since students today have more 
opportunities for travel, in time perhaps the administrators-to-be among 
them will show more of a significant relationship. 
Subquestion 3. Tn what, extent are the principal's beliefs. 
attitudes, and beha.inorR associated with their glohal-minfierineRK? 
Discussion 
Chapter II pointed out the similarities between Boston's (1990) 
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globally focused principal and Hett's (1993) cliaracteristics of global- 
mindedness, aad related both to the research on the effective school 
leader (Lambert, 1998: Manasse, 1996: Rauiiauser &" McLennan, 1994: 
Sergiovaoni, 1994). The analysis of the data in this study revealed 
principals whose willingness to act globally was stronger t.ha.n the 
beliefs and attitudes that supported those actions. If it is reasonable to 
assume that those actions will in time serve to alter some long held 
beliefs and attitudes, then even stronger global-mindedness could be the 
result and more globally focused principals for the country. This 
becomes important in light of the findings of the controlling question. 
Subauestion 4. What other factors, as perceived bv higti school 
principals a.rp important to t.he implementation of a global focus 
with in a. high school? 
Discussion 
The review of literature cited several factors that often influence 
or are suggested as influences in globalizing a high school's focus and 
could learn which factors, according to the respondents, were most 
influential. From national and state prods and/or mandates, parents, 
students, teachers, industry, to local school boards, all were cited in the 
literature and listed in the instrument. The factors having the most 
influence fell close to home. It was not the federal mandates or state 
standards that were most often cited. On the contrary, it was the local 
All were included in the instrument so that this research 
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Bctiool district's desire to globalize, the teactiers wanting to teach from a 
global perspective, and having a principal supportive of doing so that 
were most often cited. As to how these principals ranked themselves in 
importance, the majority did see themselves as a critical element, 
second only to teachers who want to globalize. These findings confirm 
the literature which points to the fact that globalization best begins at 
the bottom with teachers and principals and works up ( Hadley, 
Webster, & Wood, 1988: Otero, 198S: Schukar, 1983: Tye & Tye, 1993); 
it begins in the classroom. 
fjontrnllinff Qiiestion: Does the global-mindedneRR of the high 
school principal translate into greater focus and pT-ngra.ming 
within the school? 
Discussion 
The effective schools' literature cited in Chapter II speaks of a 
leader with vision (Bennis, 1990: Manasse, 1986: Nanus, 1992), a 
person who initiates and supports (Lambert, 1998), and a developer of 
human talent (Griffith, 1992). This study's controlling question sought 
to find if that was true in the context of global education, an area with 
no previous research. In other words, is there a greater global focus in 
the classrooms and in the programing of a high school whose principal 
is globally-minded? 
Taken as a whole, the answer is no. The correlation between the 
GMS and all areas of the school's global focus and programing indicates 
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no significant relationship. Specifically, the number of globally focused 
activities provided for students was not dependent on the global- 
mindedness of the principal. These activities were present in schools 
regardless of the principal's global-mindedness. Likewise the amount of 
globally focused staff development did not depend on the principal's 
propensity for it. Also, a slightly negative but significant relationship 
was found between principals who perceived themselves to be 
supportive/encouraging of global experiences for teachers and students 
and whether they were in fact more globally minded. What did prove to 
be significant and positively related was the percentage of faculty 
teaching from a global perspective. More globally focused teaching did in 
fact occur in schools where the principal was more globally-minded. As 
the literature pointed out, teachers can make changes if they want to, 
but often the changes do not occur when the support of a principal is 
not available. Principals are the people whose support for change is 
often the deciding factor. In this current research, the finding suggests 
that more globally focused teaching occurs when principals are more 
global-minded. 
Conclusions 
Using the data, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Male Caucasians are more likely to be globally-minded than are 
other high school principals. 
2. Strong association with people and activities representing other 
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cultures, staying well informed about and having frequent 
discussions about global news and issues contribute most to 
iu^tL school principalE being globally-minded. 
3. Educational course work in high school and college which 
emphasizes a global focus has a positive impact on the global- 
mindedness of a principal. 
4. Global behaviors and actions taken in response to the present 
day realities of today's world can indicate a more globaHy- 
minded position than a person's behefs and attitudes would 
indicate would be the case. 
5. Globaliziiig high schools is more likely to occur because of 
grassroots felt needs by teachers, principals, and school 
districts rather than top down mandates from a federal or state 
level. 
6. Principals see themselves as playing a major role in 
determining a global focus for a high school. 
7. Global programing activities for students are not dependent 
upon whether the principal is globally-minded or not. 
8. The more globally minded the principal, the greater the 
percentage of faculty who will teach from a global perspective. 
Implications 
Implicit in all research is the hope that what is learned as a result 
will make a contribution to or improve the practice of the field of work. 
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So it is with, this researcti. Three points strongly present themselves as 
cogent and germane: 
1. More opportunities need to be provided and or engaged in by 
both educators and students to form lasting associations with people 
from other cultures. At the K-12 level, students most often learn only 
superficially about other cultures. Rarely do they form associations with, 
lasting effects. Students and their teacbers need to take part in more 
globalizing activities in their own communities and states. University 
students and professors could greatly benefit from the same exposure. 
This may be difficult in some states, as it is in Georgia, because of the 
distances involved, but developing international acquaintances and 
friends and engaging in international activities belp to broaden one's 
perspective. Schools at all levels ought to include more understanding of 
and discussion about international news and politics. 
2. More educational experiences abroad, for students and 
educators, are needed. Students need to be taken on trips to other 
cultures for more than sight-seeing expeditions. Implied within this 
suggestion is more and earlier foreign language learning opportunities 
so that real communication can occur. Greater emphasis should be 
placed on being and hosting exchange students. Far too few US students 
spend any time studying abroad, at either high school or university 
levels. Educators should be encouraged too, to go abroad, either for 
study or to be exchange teachers. 
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3. Most important is the need for a wider type of traioing for pre- 
service educators at colleges and universities. Opportunities for study 
abroad, for doing a practicum or student teacMng abroad, need to be 
provided for all teacbers in training. Those who have knowledge of the 
larger world can teach about it more effectively. If teachers are to 
prepare students for the global world, they must be part of it 
themselves. And if there are to be globaHy-minded principals it is from 
the ranks of globally-minded teachers they will come. 
Educational leaders and organizations must begin to focus on 
globalization in a new and more meaningful way. They must reach 
beyond provincialism, beyond the competitive drive to be the best in the 
world or in their state, and seek to be the best they can be as part of the 
world. Given this nation's history and the politics of the day, that will be 
a mammoth task, but a needed one for all levels. 
These same leaders and organizations, at all levels, need to reach 
out to the other facets of society - parents, industries, and institutions of 
society - so that all influences that come to bear on students' lives are 
focused on the goal of preparing students for their futures within the 
global community and their local community. For it is the future 
generations who will benefit from this. Theirs will be a better society if 
they are prepared adequately for it. 
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Dissemination 
Tliere are two appropriate groups that come to mind when 
thin "king about the need for the results of this study. The first is the 
Georgia Department of Education. Much has been learned about the 
state's principals as regards their demographic information and their 
schools' programing. Those in charge of the Instructional Department 
should be contacted so that important findings can be shared with the 
appropriate personnel. For example, no count is ever taken of the 
number of schools which regularly host exchange students, where they 
come from, and how many there are. A beginning could be made in 
finding out this information that so greatly enriches the lives of 
Georgia's students. 
A second group with which sharing this information would be 
appropriate would be the state and national Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development (ASCD). So much of what is already 
known comes from this organization, it would be more than appropriate 
to add to the knowledge of the field by sharing findings concerning 
administrators. This could be done by workshop or article or both. 
Recommendations 
Based on the findings, conclusions, and implications of this study, 
the following recommendations are submitted: 
1. Because this study was limited in scope to just one state, 
another study should be conducted to inclnde high school prinfripalR in 
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other areas of the nation, partjciilarlv in areas with a broa-ripr mix of 
cultural backgrmmdR in thp t^tai popu.iat.inn and one where 
backgrounds would include more nrha.n popnlatinnR. Perhaps because of 
the times in which they were raised, Georgia's population of high school 
principals was somewhat homogeneous in upbringing and more limited 
in their experiences than other regions of the nation migbt. be. A 
broader scope might yield interesting results. 
2. Because teachers and principals are the means by which a 
major portion of the young learns what it needs in order to be fully 
capable of functioning in their world, mnre and broader research needs 
to be done on all phases of the global--mindftfiness nf adult educators. At 
present, most of the knowledge available is from studies of students, 
both K-12 and university levels, and those studies concerning adults are 
limited in number and in scope to areas such as staff development and 
teacher preparation programs. Replication of these studies and many 
more which are broader in nature are needed to add valuable 
information to what is already known. 
3. Because the backgrounds from which pre-service teachers come 
are often limited in experience that would better prepare them to think 
more globally, colleges a-nri uniwrKitieB need to broaden their program s 
of teacher education so that, all students nan be prepared and given 
opportunitnPK tn havp p-s-periences in other cultures. Thought should be 
given to requiring a practicum in another culture, to requiring foreign 
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language and/or cultural issues courses so that pre-service teaciiers are 
more knowledgeable about and familiar with, the issues facing and 
opportunities available in the larger world. Thought needs to be given to 
broadening other programs as well so that all university students have 
similar exposure. They will be the parents and citizens whose children 
are touched by educators. 
This research has attempted to study the global-mindedness of and 
the effect that high school principals have on globalized teaching and 
programing in their schools. It is only a beginning, a limited beginning, 
but it points to the need for principals to be globally-minded so that a 
global view is included in the vision that the principal provides for the 
staff and the school. When that vision is present, it encourages teachers 
to teach from a global perspective. And since administrators come from 
the rants of teachers, all educators need to be global-minded. It is 
primarily on them that the responsibility of preparing the young of this 
nation for their world will rest. Their world is increasingly globalized. 
They must be prepared to meet the challenges and opportunities of that 
globalized world. What was true 350 years ago for Donne is even more 
true today. "No man is an island entire unto itself; every man is a piece 
of the continent, a part of the main "(Donne, 1623). 
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Appuron B 
Georgia's Globally-Minded Principals: 
A Survey of High School Administrators 
This survey is designed is idenafy the facton which mflumee public high school principals caocErmag the 
subject of snirirat global educaiioii. It will provide much baseline cunentiy not available. There 
air rwo parts: Part I. Pr.ncipal and School Demographics: and Part II. Global-Vfindedness Amrude Survey. 
Please :on:piet: both pans. The full survey ran be lorafortably rorr.pleted in 10 tmnutes. 
PART 1: HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL AND SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHICS 
1. Ser  Waie  Femaie 
2. Age:  25-3^  2S-A-  -15-5^   ^5- 
3. rurrcer/ears /clj -ave 1 -:g- xroc; :rncDaj:  1-:  5-'0  n-!S  16-20  21* 
4. '//hat :s '/cur ■bos''  Caucasar  Blao:  "•Beanie  Asar  Nanve American  Ctner 
5. JV^a: #as .cu :sssr.:r,q tec retire ;«c.T.ir.9 n icr.misrzxr C^eo si sat aciy. 
 Ungi.rrsArs Scenes  Scecai Enjancn 
 Vlamertancs Vocancnaj Iz.  Or.sr 
 'hvsicsj Esucaocn  ^ragr .anquage 
 Socai Stucnes ~ne Arts 
a. Were you Mm ;n ?,e Jnnec States?  yes  So 1 no. #nefe were vcu som7  
7. Was Jie csmmunrtv ;n wnicr vou grew uc:  Urcan  Sucurcan  ^ural 
8. As a crrtc. v»as Siere anomer rurtura! hentage Tiai was uriDonant in your "amuy (Ctfier 9ian Amencan)? 
Ex; Scctnsr., 3err;ar.. Jacanese  ves  Mo ;fyss. *nat mature'  
9. 'What 3 vour Sre; 'ancuage'' The rne n whe" you are most 10611^  Engiisn  Otner JSpetsfy)  
10. Have ycu ever studiec Dr ^earned a language itherTiar. ycu; own7  Yes  Nc 
11. For r.ow leng ritf vcl stLcy Tiis .arguage7  Never  Lsss ?an :ne'/ea_  I-2 years  S- years 
 Nc 'crtriai sti.cy 
12. How Suent are ycu m Jiis other language7 
 I don'; '<r:ow ancmer anguace.  ' ™ulo ^rry on a ccnrcilec xnversanor. 
 I oont .•ememoer mucr.,  ' c:u)d xnveree 2:rncrtaEiy :n a rorraai situaccn 
 I cciuc sur/ive. :ut rareiv. 1 ccuid study at a university 'evei ccmtcratly m 'tie language. 
13. Have you ever studiec aflrcaC  Yes  No :t yes. .n wnat xuntry''  
14. Travel and/cr exoenence outsiae 'Jie Umtea States. 
 ! have uavewo enrv witmn Tie jniteo States. 
 ' '•ave ~ace rnrv cne :r "«c *eeKerc Ttss cutsice ~e 'Jmieo States. 
 I have iiace cne cr 'mo tncs cutsiCe "he Jniteo States ior a »ee« cr-wo. 
 I nave Tavetec cutsice Tie Jntec Slates 'cr "hree tc one csnsecutwe ieens at leas; cncs or rwce. 
  -ave iCT_aiiv -vec .n 3 "c: - 2 "oten luace r.e -""ec SUies 'cr tiore Tian nine ^eeKs. 
— Over — 
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15. indicate Tie :cai '-engp of tme you havfl spent saveiing. "vmg. ^cnorg. y snjoymg outada t» Untad 
 Never  i_2ss Tian one mofflfi  1-6 monr?  T-lZmcntfts  Mere 9an one yaar 
16. Please esoraie Tie numoer of cnAege csurses (undergraduaie ard gracuatB) you hive takon wtucn (tel with gtotal issuts or n 
whicn you rave 'earr.&i a lot afiout esuntnes besides Tie U.S. 
 None  l-2saurees  3-t courses  5-6 courses  7-8 courses  Mora San 8 couraos 
17. Did you Mreccate ar.y if Tie 'oilowing geoaiizng acrvraes n .-agr ktoci cr sUege7 (Ciecx aO Tiffl appty.) 
 Intemaocnai -eaccns C'.uO  Foreign .argyage CIuo 
 Mciei 'Jnrteg ^accns  Stum acrcaa irDgram 
 Cdir^-aj excr^rge to anotfier xuntry  5ec:ie :: =9ccie Exchange 
 'ccmec; «tr =r axcrarge sajdent  Crer Sc-ec.^;  
18. In Tie as; /ear ss;-ate Tie -lumcer zf aovrties /cu #e*i" wicr Tie 'oca *as jn another sajntry. 'Ex 9oiibC3i soeakef. 
dance cr arr Tern 5ri~er rjiu.re.'creigr. Sim)  Mere  Cne  Two  Thr?s  Four* 
19. How well r!c~K .-cu ccnsider voureett 'o ~>e accur rtaraccra; "ews ana evenTs' 
 Ver,' ;ccp/ "c—ed  ""rv Kav -?2sc".a£::y rrcrmeC 
 nave seme - zC nrcmanon Stav veil ^rcmec! 
20. How often co vcu asouT memancnai Miitics Mtfi oTier :scc:e" 
 AJmosi never  Several tnes a wee* 
 From ame b me  Nearv aver/ lay 
 About ones a «eeK 
21. Are any of your Tiencs Tcm rjtures or countries oflief Tan your ^wn9 
 N  2 cr 3 fnenas 




22. Whicn zt Tie ralowing acr/raes are provided for stucens cy Tie iign scnooi ct wnici you are F-ncpaJ'' (Ciec* all that acpty.l 
 Imemascnai Baccaiaureais orcuo sxcrarges Tom ctfier countries 
 ESCLcrcgrarrr-ing Exrange sfccents attending your sdiool 
 Mocel 'Jnnec Saccns  3rcu5 sajder: ext-ianges a ether ccuntres 
 Foreign -anguage cxcts)  DT.er nrerraccnai accvrry Sc^cfyj    
 IntemaBonai =e'ancrs CiuD 
 Grcuo tics rc cmer ^unTies  — 
23. Esomate «nat cercsr: of Tie reacners .n your scfiooi eircnasas a ::ccaj or ^onovnde oerepeove in Jieir '^aching? 
None  "-'0%  11-25%  26-;0°'j  c'-'c'o  76-100% 
24. How manv Slarf Devetopmem acsvites or organized srograns "«C t vour sciooJ dunng Tie past two years eficauraged teacung 
from a giooai cersoecrve''  Nona  ' or 2  3 cr -  ; or more 
25. 3o vou as onnccai ircourage oioca) exoenences 'or /our rtaff mc rajoents7  Ves  No If yes. site one or 
exarroies. 
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26. Whai faccis would most txrsmme onmer a scroot s 3 a gwcaJ 'ocjs? (C^aoc al Tat 'yaj fwu nculti lw a mawr 
impac.) 
 Scnod disma empnass on gtooaiizanon Teacners wno wart to taacfi from a gtocai petspecave 
 Parental fieare fw gtecatonor  Cmcre fffease sperfy.)  
 Incusny Ja: enccurages a glocai tc-s 
 Student recuests for a gtooal 'ocus  
 A pnrcpaj supoofflve cf giccaiized •^acning 
 Federal cr statE emcnasa en glcoaiizing Te rjrr^jum    
27. Please ran* Jie aocve :ac:rs as you ucce T.e .-rscrar.ce oi neir rraac. * = .T;cst.m[jcn3m.2 = neii;rrocram, ate. (If you wrote 
cfrier 'accrs -ann rrem ;n wrft tie 
 Scnoci ::src: sfr.cnasis ai ycsaiizancn Teacrers ivrc «ant :o :eacr. ~r, a giccai jerspecsve 
 Paienai desire -r jccaiiraucn  "'ease sweety.,  
 IndLStiy tiat arcrurages 3 ;:ccai 'ocus 
 Student 'sd^ess 'cr a ]:cca, :c<^.s    
 A2rnc;a! su^Dcrsve :.::aiiz?c 'saenrg 
 
:9derai cr sate emprasa :n jeesuzng '"e r-.-c-jiur;  
PART II: GLOBAL-MINDEDNESS ATTTTUDE SURVEY 
In Par :i you wni Sna a senes o: statements, -'sase -ead eacr. ^atement and secde wnetner ;r not you agree .vitn :l "hen sine tie 
response tnat most accurately raflecs your jcimon. "here are no "xrrsc' inswefs. 
Unsure = 0 Strcngiy disagree = ' Disagree = 2 Agree - 3 Strongly Agree = 4 
1. I generailv inc sttmuatmc:: soend an evening :ailang «itfi secoie Tcm anotnef culture  
2. 1 feel an coliganon to soeax cut wnen i see cur gcvemment coing sorneffiing 
I ransider wrong  
3. The United States s enncr.ec :y :he ac '"a;s ccmcnsed cj ~iary peccie "rcm different 
cultures and ssunmes - - 
4. Really, tiers s r.omirg . ar. cc aECLi T.e crcciems ci tne *ond.    - 
5. The needs cf Tie Jr.ited States must continue :s :e cur -ignest enemy -n legonanng 'wtti 
other coumnes - -  
6. I often tmk acout Lie cna cf were we are creanrg "cr 'uture cenetaaons.    
7 When hear "la; Mcusancs ct ceccie are starving •« an AJncsr suntr/. 
I feel very 'mstratec  
8. Americans can lean sometfiing cf value 'rm all difterent cultures.    
9. Genejallv, an 'noivicuai's actcns are 'oo small 'c "ave a sioriricar' atfec cn Tie eccsvstEffi. 
10. Americans snouio ce csimmeo tc cursue ne stancard ct ::ving rev can irfcrc ; ' cmv nas a 
siigntly necanve Ttoac cn :ie environment.  
11. I tfimK cf nvseif. wct =s = cicisn cf ~j ccuntr/. cut aisc as a cczan cf le ■vend.    
— Over — 
U SO D A SA 
G 1 2 3 J. 
3 12 3 1 
3'23A 
3 t 2 3 A 
3 1 2 3 A 
3 1 2 3 A 
3 1 2 3 A 
3 1 2 3 A 
3 " 2 3 A 
3 ' 2 3 A 
0 i 2 3 a 
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Jnsure ; Slrcngty disagree = ' Disagree = 2 A^rw = 3 S&onqty A^rw = 4 
U SO 0 
12. When . see Xe xncccns some n ?ie *crd 'ive jncer. feeJ a rssEcnsbity 3 do 
someffimg afiout .t  
13. I entoy 3ying :c jncersarc ^ccie 3 3enavior r. Ts :ir;:ex; :f ?ieir sjtLre. 
U. My iBimons auou: naconai wees a;e aasec on row :rcse 30ices "nignt affec He rss: d 
Hie wene as wl as ne jmec Sates  
15. It was ver/ r.Bcrsr: 'c T.e rocss a arse' 
quaiity c: '.ie 'cr -snerarc.-s  
Mncr zzu:i rave a scsrave effe<r :n Tie 
16 Arr-.srcGT ;sn.es are ;rc ~s :-ast. 
17 in Tie :rg -jr. -r.srr: .vni :rc:a;:v ;eraf;: "c.- '"e 'a:: ~a: «cr.c s zeccmr.g 
Tcre .r:s~nrecec  
16. "Hie rac ~a: a aocc xr. £C.:CC ^coe r. Bargiacssr s .ery recfsssais:: .i*  
19. It ;s .rrccrsrt r.a: Arrsrcar jrivs.tnes ~r,z "ilegjs rrrvice crograTs cesignefl 'o :TCrpc!e 
2D. : ttunx mv oenavior ^an mnac :eccie n :tner nurrrnes. 
21. ~he oresem aisrauton ci Se tone's vweaitfi ana rsscurcss anouic Tairrainec lecause 1 
prcnatES sunnvaj ot Tie ittesL  
22. I feet a srcng Kmsrio witfi ne wcncwice ruman •amny     
22. I feel very xrcsrrec acout Tie ives ci secsie ■vno rve -n :ciiticajtv -esresswe regimes.  
24. It's imDorant sat we ecucaie 3eccie to jncersarc trie mcac tfiat cuoeni poiicss .Tiigm 
nave an rjsjre ceneracons.  
25. It :s reaity imporan; ro me to :cns;cer myself as a ■nemier zi Tie pccaj comniuimy.  
26. I scrrecmes sy to .rnajne "ow a rerscn wrc s aiways -utgp/ ~us; ;eei.    
27. I have ver/ rttle n ocmrron with :eocie n urcercsveicceo rancr^.     
28. I am aoie :a affec <*nat nacoens an a giocai levei ay wnat .30 :n rm awn xmmunnv  
29. i sometimes ieei rmated '*ith aecoie Tcm other xuntres oecause Jiey con't 'jnoersand 
how we ic things "ere.. 
30. Anencans .rave a .ncrai congarcr 'a snare their wealth *rih Tie ess 'arumate Mcoies 
of Tie wontl         
Thank you very much for your time and thought. 
Both are greatly appreciated! 
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APFBHDI2C 
Categcnzaiicn of the Global-Mlndedness Scale 
T^g-nlr you for lielpln^ to categorize tie Items contamed in tiie Global - 
Mindedneas Scale Instrument. 
One of die purposes of r.h-iq tnscrjment is tc raeas-ure the degree of 
Global - Mindednesa of high school prtndpala. Hie atatementa —la-r'p in 
the Instrument are of three types: Beliefs, Attitudes, and Behaviors. The 
following leflnltlona of these terms tjUL Se used in the study: 
Belief - a ^cnvloticn of truth: an acceptance of somethmg as true 
qj» T>o a 1 
A^itude - a position or disposition indlcanng irilhngness za take 
an action, feeling, or mood 
Behavior - an activity or change in re laden to environment 
Directions 
1. Bead each statement of the Global - Mindednesa Scale. 
2. Baaed on the deflniticns above, please check the box next to the 
statement which you feel best categorizes that statement. 
3. Please remember to focus on the category that the statement fails 
into... uot whether you agree or disagree with the statement. 
4. Feel free to write ccmmenta and suggestions. 
5. Your careful consideradon of each item is appreciated. 
6. TVia-nir juu very much for your help. You may proceed to the next 
page. 
Gatherme Z. Wccddy 
WnT*- Whpn vnn hgre .ftmahfyj Vif plo»w ^rn 
r.he person from whrm Trm -.hom 
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i 1. I generally Snd :t snmiLnmg -i) spnti m evening rafirng wnh peoute inomc 3iiturc. 
— - xiuganon .c spcuc oui - see our ^ctvctehicii ^Ding scmcizizg I consider "wrong. 
3 The Vaiisc Suies .s nr.zzcz. t- jis ic. ^ csrcprsec z: -iht-. ^ccrie fxm iifTerrst 
cuimrts mc ^usirs 
•i Rcailv '.zcrz .s ! . zr -ccm u:c rrrctr^s or 'Jie -vcr:a 
- »is -.sees :r .cuii^us » ?c our "*j^^rrcrr^ j 
tthzr xur~es 
o. I ortzz junk iooul "je ^nc. 21 -■•oi'ic irz ;cr rjrurs ^zzrzucns. 
^"hen ' 'icir -Jui mousaiics ci' dccoic jjc :nr-T3g in ^mczn ^ciunr.-. * :cz: vcr.- fruscarcd. 
S. .\mencaos can .«arn iom&aia^ '•■aiue rcm ^11 affrmr ruiturs. 
9. vj*Tb~i'lill>'. nCTMQgl 1 j iUTTOPS ilT *00 Mmtl 10 33VC 2 TiQ^mr^'-iT qjj SCOSVSCaL 
10 Amcr.ccii- noma x rcrnuoai :o pursue iob sancam ox 'ivmg iflbru l: omv 3as a 
slignirv 3e2aijvc impac oq ^ne invTrotuusaL ^ 
I i. I aunx of uvscif. 101 jmy zs - znrm oi ^umr.- -.i^ ^ ^ rnzsr of Jie "^orld. 
"^Tien ' set jje zonccccs some pcoctc ji lie ^vorid live '^cder. ; fc-l a rspcnsibuirv ^ «i3 
socetamg iixu: .L 
13 ! aiioy Tvmg x 'incrrsund pecmc 5 sensMcr ji ±e conirrc jf icr culrur^. 
U Vh Tciruccs iooui aaconai polices irz ^asec an acrw mose ooiices ziigiii offsc: jie ^sr jf 
tfac world ^ wed as jjc 'Jmies Scnes. 
If It was very jnportam x me x -hnsr a 
qoaiirv of life for '"mn* jcnciiioas. 
16. Amnncsn -.•ames are rrcnacfv jie aea. 
io wtucn . ^amd have a positive 'rffrrr an L&e 
1"* In die . jn^ ran. Ajncic, "^ril ^ooaofv TTTrnT irom me zic 'je wona .s •w?ifwtr»g 
IS. ~mhc iici .531 - Jooq -nn uil rO.JOO jaaac si ^ngt-w^n .s •.■^r ^m^mg ^ nr 
19 -I IS Jmxmaffl Use Al8EAC3n UUlVOWIff mi CSilC^CS JILrvnQB .' m^r-nn< .-iFgigrnt i [^3 winiM^n> 
immjmpg nwHig sniocnn off cQbbc joq cqustu 
! 20. ! -Wiwr ojv jenavxir sn ^"T"*' :nw 
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21. The praem dismbunon of the world's wealth and resomrss should be aiaiznamcd 'occaasr it 
promotes snrvrvai of 
22. I fed i srong lonsirrp with the worlcwidc famihv 
23. I feel vcrv- ccncsraed aboui the Lives of people who Lrve m politically repressive regimes. 
Z-A It is impnmnt 'h.-rr we ~f+r.r-\Tf> pecpic to uadersund *Jie nnpac: rjnm: poiicies zugni 23%'e 
on future geaersnons 
25 It :s naily imporact to me to consider iryseif as 3 xeaoer of ^ie ^iccai xmrnunir. 
26 * somenmes trv to jnagmc no^ a person who is ilways hungr-" -zilz fcci. 
27 I have verv iittle lq common with peopie m •mderdir.'clcped nanoas. 
2S. I am able to ofisci woai aappens on a gicxai levd by •woai I do in ay own rommunirv 
29. I somenmes te ^maiec with peopie jom other coumnes because rJicv don : tmdersand how 
we do tilings her. 
30. .^msncsDs have a oxnsi ooiiganon io share their wmith wnh tne less formnaxe peorues ox' ihe 
world. 
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APPENDIX D 
INITIAL LETTER TO HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
P.O. Box 127 
Dublin, Georgia 31040 
Februan 12,1999 
Dear high school principal. 
My name is Catherine C. Wooddy. I am conducting research for my doctoral dissertation in 
Educational Leadership at Georgia Southern University and would like to ask your cooperation. 
During the past few years, our nation has become increasingly interdependent with other nations of 
the world. Our economy, school and cultural lives, and certainly our communication systems have all 
been affected by events in other areas of the world. There is general agreement that students need to 
understand these changes and this globalized world. For them to do so, however, the teachers and 
administrators of our schools must be know ledgeable and involved 
This letter is to request your assistance in gathering data to analyze this field, particularly the high 
school principals in the state of Georgia. My study will assess the principal's background, the global 
focus and programing currently found in the principal's school, and the global-mindedness of the 
principal. Currently there is no such data available in spite of the pivotal role played by principals 
in other areas of school life. There is no penalty should you not participate, but should you agree to 
participate you will be providing valuable data. 
If you agree to participate, please complete the enclosed questionnaire and mail it back in the 
stamped, self-addressed envelope prov ided. Completion of the questionnaire will be considered 
permission to use you results in the study. While the envelop is coded to help w ith distribution needs, 
the questionnaire responses are entirely confidential. No one w ill be able to identify your response 
from other participant responses. While none of the questions are designed to solicit sensitive 
information, you may refuse to answer any of them. 
If you have any questions about this research project, please call me at (912)272-2713. If you have 
any questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant in this study they should be 
directed to the IRB Coordinator at the Office of Research Services and Sponsored Programs at 
(912)681-5465. 
Let me thank you in advance for your assistance in studying this question. The results should allow 
me to provide the education community valuable information that is currently unavailable. 
Respectfully, 
Catherine C. Wooddy 
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APPENDIX E 
FOLLOW-UP POSTCARD TO PRINCIPALS 
Dear high school principal, 
Two weeks ago a survey was sent to you entitled Geor¬ 
gia's Globally-Minded Principals. It asked that you provide in¬ 
formation about yourself and about your high school's program¬ 
ming. If you have already returned the survey I thank you. If 
you have not, please consider doing so as soon as possible so 
that the needed information you will provide can be included 
in the baseline data that will be compiled. 
Thank you for all that you do for Georgia's students. 
I look forward to receiving your survey soon. 
Sincerely, 
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APPENDIX F 
SECOND LETTER TO PRINCIPALS 
P. O. Box 127 
Dublin, Georgia 31040 
March 23,1999 
Dear high school principal, 
As a former principal and now as a secondary curriculum director, I know how many demands 
there are on your time. But I w ould hope that you w ill spend just ten minutes of that time to help me 
complete the doctoral study in which I am currently engaged. 
One month ago I sent out a copy of the enclosed survey to all high school principals in Georgia. The 
response has been gratifying, but I need your response in order for the data to truly impact 
education for all our students. Would you please consider taking ten minutes to complete the 
enclosed survey and return it to me. 
The subject of the survey is you, your background, your attitudes and the programming found in 
your school w hich deals with helping students understand the increasingly globalized world in w hich 
we all live. Currently there are no data available, in spite of the pivotal role played by principals in 
other areas of school life. 
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire, and return it as soon as possible. Completion of the 
questionnaire w ill be considered permission to use your results in the study. All responses are 
entirely confidential. No one w ill be able to identify your response from other participant responses. 
While none of the questions are designed to solicit sensitive information, you may refuse to answer 
any of them. 
If you have any questions about this research project, please call me at (912) 272-2713. If you have 
any questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant in this study, they should be 
directed to the IRB Coordinator at the Office of Research Sen ices and Sponsored Programs, 
Georgia Southern University, (912) 681-5465. 
Let me thank you in advance for your assistance in studying this question. The results should allow 
me to provide the education community with valuable information that is currently unavailable. 
Respectfully, 
Catherine C. Wooddy 
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nranrunoHAL ajsvusw bqabd appbcval 
Office of Rssearcn Semces <4 Sponsorea Pragrams 
Georgia Soudieni Uaivmry 
Institutional Review Board iIRB) 
Memoraadom 
Phone: P 0. Box S005 Fax:68;-0"19 
ovrsighua'GaSoL'.sdu — or - ngarreaSGaSoLVedu 
To: CaAer.ne C. Wooddy 
Leadership. Technology, and Human Dc-eiopmer.: 
From: Ne:i GarreLscr.. Coordinaccr 
Ressarcr. O^ers^n; Comrninees !BC IR_2 
Date: recraar !1. 'Qca 
Subject: Appi:ca..jn for Apprcvai :o Vniizs Human Subjec" r. ^esearcr. 
On benaif of Dr. Ho ware M. i-Capian. Chair of ±e Insctutionai Review Boarc IR3 .. ; nn -vnnns 
to inform you that '-ve 'lave compietsd ±e review of -joux .ivpiiczxion far Arvrnvai :o 'Srdizz 
Hitman Subjeca in your proposed research. "Georgia s Giobaily-Vtincea Pnncipais: 
Backgrounds. Animdes. and Perceptions." It is ±e detenmnarion of the Ciair. )n behalf of ±e 
Insutuuonai Review Board, thai your proposed research adequaieiy protect ±e n^hts of human 
subjects. Your research is icprcved on '-he basis thai it fails ••vithin the Federal Poiitr: ''or -he 
Protection of Human Suojecrs -5 C7R §J-6101 (b K 21). which exempts: 
(2) Research involving the use of . survey procedures, inter.'iew procedures 1 as 
long as) 
({) information obtained either! is recorded in such a manner ±31 human subjects 
ea»(cannot' be identified, directly or through identmers linked to the subjects. 
ae4 i or! 
('ii") any disclos-ure of the human subjects' responses outside the research ;ouid 
(not) reasonabiy place ±e subjects at risk of criminal or civil .iabiiity or be 
damaging to the subjects' nnanciai standing, employabiiity. or reputation. 
This IRB approval is in effect for one year from the date i»f this letter If at ±e end of that 
time there have been no changes to the exempted research protocol, you may reauest an 
extension of tne approval per.oa for an icidiuonai year. Please nonfy the !R3 Coordinator 
immediateiy if a change or moaixicauon of the approver methocoioay s -.ecessar- Vron 
completion of your data collection, please notify' tne IRB Coorainator so that your file may be 
closed. 
Cc: Dr. Vtichaei Richardson. Faculty \avisor 
